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Poulton will resign
By Darryl Cauchon
~ruce_ Robert P~)Ulton. chancellor of the
University Syst~m. w1ll lcavc _to b~comechan_cellor
o~ North Carolina Sta~c Universit y. accor9ing _to
Richard Morse: chairman of the Universit y
System Bo~rd ot Trustees.
.
Poulton informed Morse last night that he told
NCS U p~esident Willi~m C. Friday he will accept
the pos1t1on,_ Morse _sa_1d.
.
.
Poulton will end his Job at the University System
of New Hampshire June 30 and assume the new
posit _ion on ~uly I, Morse said:
Fnday will formally ~ominate Poulton_ at

toda y ·s ~scu Buan.J _ uf <?. O\' C r ~or :1 m-:ctm15.
Morse sa1~ Poulton will be confirmed with no
problems. .
.
At a special meeting of the USN H Bo~rd of
Tr~stc_es, s_chc~~l~d for T~esday. Morse said_the
"principal item will be to torm a search committee
to select a new chancellor.
.
The_ number and member~ ot the sea~ch
committee has not 1:>een determincd ...Morse sai_d.
"He was outstanding as chancellor. Morse said .
"I think he did an excellent job. He came on at a
time when the University system needed to be
pulled together. He did a superb job with the

Governor and the legislature."
"I think Bruce Poulton wa s the politician in the
first sense in that he could relate well the message
of the campus to the state at large and particular to
the state government," he said.
"Dr. Poulton has recruited and developed an
efficient and effective staff at the central offices in
Lee which will be of great assistance to the Board
of Trustees in the weeks and months ahead,"
Morse said.
"We are saddened that Dr. Poulton will be
leaving." he added. Morse said the position of
chancellor will not be eliminated after Poulton 's
departure.
"Oh no. it's a permanent position," he said.
Morse said the search committee will be looking
for a person with "strong personal qualities
because he has to relate to the public." The
committee will also be looking for "someone who
can co.o rdinate the needs among the various
campuses" and have "strong administrative
leadership to carry the University Systems message
throughout the state and the legislature," Morse
added.
POULTON
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Proposed cuts in financial aid
could affect 6,000 students
and

Alpha Gamma Kho- torch-runners -Don Stockman
Mar·k James
with President Evelyn Handler last night.(Henri Barber photo)

Kari-van and traib
narrowly avoid crash
By Tracy Carlson
Within seconds. a Boston and
Maine train passed within a foot or
A Ul\H Kari-Van came within
two kct of colliding with a Boston · two in front of the Kari-van.
"I was not scared but surprised.
and Maine Railroad train in
The train came by so 4uidly. The
Newmarket. Tuesday. according
lights didn't go off and the gate
to UN H junior Lisa Treadwell.
didn·t come down until after I'd
driver of t·he bus .
stopped:· Treadwell said .
Treadwell said she was returning
"It\ standard procedure to pull
from her 6:45 am run from Exeter
up to the tracks and stop where the
with 20 passengers. when she
crossing gate comes down. There is
stopped at the railroad crossing on
a grey house on the right that
Rt. 108.
obstructs the vision so you have to
"As I pulled up. the lights started
pull up almost to the tracks."
flashing and the crossing gate came
Treadwell explained .
down on top of the bus. "Treadwell
Even within two feet of the
said .
tracks. it is still difficult to sec
She remained calm throughout
further than 50 feet down the
the incident.
tracks on the left.
"I sat there wondering what to
Bill Puffer of the UN H Karido because there was a car behind
Van services said. ••tt was close. but
me. I felt there was plenty of room
as circumstances arc in
in front of me and didn't back up."
Newmarket where it is angled and
Treadwell said.
· houses arc in the way. it wasn·t a
surprise that the gate came down
on top of the bus."
"The crossing is situated at such
a point that the driver can't see ·
down the tracks. We instruct our
drin:rs to proceed beyond the
lights \\ hen they arc not flashing
and go closer to the tracks to get a
good eye angle." Puffer said .
"Circumstances could be such
that it will happen again." he
added.
Treadwell said she has never
experienced anything like the
incident in the two years she has
driven for Kari-Van. but said. "it
seemed like there was something
wrong as far as the timing (of the ,
Hoops/er Ranc~r A:in:::/_r: a
flashers) was concerned. It seemed ·
pla_rer ll'a,·es goodhye 10
quick."
Durham, page 24.
Police Captain Steven Ziegler
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said. "the signals arc activated
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By Gerald Duffy
An estimated 6000 UNH
~tudents will be affected if cuts in
Federal aid program proposed in
the Rieagan Administration's 198.3
budget arc approved by Congress.
Half of t hese students would be
completely eliminated from the
programs·. according to Richard
Craig. UN H Director of Financial
Aid.
The budget would trim the
major student-aid prQgrams from
$J.J5-billion this year to $1.8hillion in 1983. The planned cuts
include proposals to:

--Slash spending for the $2.28"Virtually anybody receiving
billion Pell Grant program to $1.4some sort of federal aid will be
billion.
affected. "Craig said. "but, since
--Eliminate Supplemental
we don't yet know how the
Educational Opportunity Grants
government will go about
(worth nearly $I-million to UNH
achieving the reductio•ns, it's
stud e nts this year). National
difficult to say precisely who will
be affected the most."
Direct Student Loans and State
Student Incentive Grants
The Reagan Administration
-Reduced interest subsidies for
says it will protect the truly needy
Guaranteed Student Loans and
and this implies the real impact of
deny graduate students any access - cuts will be felt by middle and
lower-middle class families. Craig
to this program. (30<J,i of UNH's
said.
l000 graduate students will receive
nearly $ I-million in guaranteed
BUDGET, page 8
loans this year).

Handler, officials speak

Room fees to increase 'slightly'
By Greg Flemming
Students may have to pay more
to live and eat in University
buildings next year. according to
Dean of Student Affairs Gregg
Sanborn.
Sanborn said it was "safe to say"

Residential Life will ask for "slight
, increases" in the room and board
fees, but added that energy costs
will be included in those fees next
year. and not paid separately in the
form of an energy surcharge.
Sanborn spoke Tuesday evening

-INSIDE-

at a forum with University
P-resident Evelyn Handler. During
the session attended by about 50
students, Handler and other
officials also said:
--The University plans to limit the
number of students who may take
courses with the Communications
department.
--There is no money to improve the
conditions of the dorms at UNH.
--Handler would not comment
when asked if she would be
interested in the job as chancellor
of the Univeristy System. if Bruce
Poulton left that position.
--Handler would not comment on
any of three proposals for a new
academic calendar at UNH. which
would lengthen or alter starting
and ending dates of semesters.
--The University will not become
independent of state funding.
--The University has "excellent
candidates" and officials hope to
fill two vacant dean positions by
July I.
When asked about an increase in
room and board fees. Handler said
she "inherited from the past
administration an extremely large
deficit" in the Residential Life
Department. She is commited to
put Residential Life "in the black"
by 1984. according to Sanborn.
Handler was also asked if UNH
has money to improve dorms on
campus. "The answer is no." she

said.
Dean of Student Affain Greg Sanborn and President Evelyn ·
Handler.spoke to about !O students Tuesday. (Tim Skeer photo)

HANDLER, page 9
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NEWS IN BRIEF

Local man fought beside Dozier

IIITERIIATIOIIAL·
Guardsmen arraigned
ZAC ATECOI.UC A. El. SALVADOR. Feb. 10--Six Salvadoran
National Guardsmen. charged with the murder of three American
nuns and a Catholic lay worker on the night of Dec. 2. 1980. were
arraigned in the eastern city of Zacatecouca yesterday.
The case drew attention during the Carter Administration because
of suggestions that the investigation was being stallc due to the
possible involvement of ranking military officials in the murders.
The six National Guard soldiers had been detained in military
barracks since April. 1981. If convicted of premeditated murd~r. the
guardsmen could be sentenced to death .

Arms proposals criticized
WASH INGTON--Dcspitc initial promises to remain silent on t_hc
details of the nuclear arms control proposals in Geneva. the Soviet
Union and the United States arc publicly critici1ing caoh others
n11rlra r ~• rm<; prnpn<;a I,

.

The latest criticism came on Wednesday from State Department
spokesman Dean Fischer. who described the ,so~·iet Uni_on's_ latest_
proposal as a formula for the permanent Soviet dom111at1on of
Western Europe.
.
. .
.
.
.Fischer's statement followed the Soviet rc_1cct1on of Prc~1d~nt
Reagan's plan for eliminating medium-range nuclear missiles
targeted for Europe .

By Cindy Conley
A flagpole is erected on the lawn
of the James Tubcrty residence in
Lee. NH.
It stands proudly. a symbol of30
years service in the U.S. M.ilitary
where Tuberty. a retired Army
Commander. became a close
friend and associate of General
James Dozier.
General Dozier. who was
captured by Red -Brigade
Terrorists in Italy last December
and recently rescued. has been the
object of much publicity. Yet even
the worldwide implications of
D01icr's kidnap could not hide the
sense of camaraderie shared
between the two men.
Tubcrty. a stocky man with
thinning hair. speaks with a slight
drawl. In his small colonial style
living room. where everything
seems to have its place. he and his
wife Beverly .sit relaxed in their
chairs.
"The past six years we've spent
in Lee arc the longest we have lived
anywhere." says Beverly.
The Tubertys have two
daughters, Virginia, 29 who lives in
Maine with her husband and two
children, and Yvonne. 20 .. a

' sophomore at UNH.
Settling into a routine appears
unfulfilling for Tubcrty, who is
now employed with the New
Hampshire Public Service
Company. Raising his shoulders,
Tuberty says. "things arc much
slower now but still very busy."
During 1969 and 1970, both
Tuberty and Do1ier were members
of the 11th Armored Cavalry
Regimen where George Patton
( Gen. Patton's son) was their
commander. Dozier. who was
Operations Manager for the
Regimen. reported to Tubcrty, the
Executive Officer.
"We worked very closely
together." says Tubcrty, "Jimmy
(.Do;,icr) was just one of the guys."
"We hadn't been in touch for
awhile. and I just couldn't believe it
when Jimmy was captured by
terrorists." says Tubcrty.
He and his wife were afraid for
Dozier's life throughout his
captivity "because everything you
read speculated that he would not
be released alive."
Shaking. his head. Tubcrty said.
"Jimmy was captured only because
he was an American symbol. and
unfortunately. we're not the best

.,. ··-··1·"f

NATIONAL

.

.j
:.s.·•n -•····.,.,.

Trial testimony aids Williams
ATI . ANTA--David Dingle. a National Weather Service
hydrologist testified Wednesday that it was unlikely that Nathaniel
Cater\ body was thrown into the Chattahoochee River at the spot
where prosecutors say Wayne 8. Williams threw it.
Dingle\ testimony. based on experiments he said were done with
very high scientific standard was allowed over the objections of the
prosecutors in the case.
The prosecutors argued that the inflatable dummies Dingle used
in his experiments did not simulate the movements of a real human
body in the river.

Kissinger in 'excellent condition'
. B~STO_N~-Doctors said former Secretary of State Henry
K_issmgcr 1s 1~ .. excel.lent condition" and will have a full recovery
af tc_r undcrgo_mg a tr_iplc heart by-pass operation Wednesday.
.
l he operation. which lasted 4 ½ hours. v. . as pcrfmmed to repair
blocked and narrowed .arteries .
~i~sin~cr. .58. entered the hospital last week complaining of severe
pam 111 his right shoulder.
✓-

~

James Tuberty of Lee fought with Gen. James Dozier in Vietnam.
(Brad Cauchon photo)

LOCAL
O'Neil services held
DOVER--Funcral services were held for Thomas J. O'Neil. 72.
last Tucsdav .
He died - Sunday evening. February 7. 1982. at Wentworth .
Douglass Hospital.
O'Neil was a retired cook. ha<mg worked for the Uni\-crsity of
cw Hampshire for many years. He was also a U.S . Army veteran of
World War II.
Born March 4. 1909 in Oswego. N.Y .. the son of Thomas H . and
Ethel (Gilford) O'Neil. he had lived in Farmington. Durham and
Newmarket for ma nv , ·cars and had been a resident of Dover for the
past 18 months .
- -

Greenhouse effect lecture set
Dll RH AM--How a computer model of the world's carbon cycle
can assess such phenomena as .the "grcenhou_se effect" ~-hich can
alter weather patterns 'Aili be described by Protcs.sor Berrien Moore
on Thursday. Feb. 18. at 8 p.m. in lddlc Aud1tonum. Parsons Hall.
Uniwrsitv of New Hampshire.
.
Dr. Mc)Ore and his colleagues seek to disCO\Tr more about the
\\Orkings of the global carbon cycle. and the build up .c!n c~~rbo_n
dioxide in the atmosphere kncrnn as the ··greenhouse effect. . This
could turn prime farming regions into arid plams. Moo~~ said . .
The lecture. open to the public. is sponsored hy Sigma Xi.
scientific research societ~ at l 1 : \ H.

The weather
Today will be sunny and cold 'A-ith highs in th<: mid to upper 20\.
according to the National Weather Sen ice in Concord .
Tonight's lows will he in the teens.
Sat urda); the highs should he in the 30\ with increasing
cloudiness .

liked people in the world. We have
many friends, but no allies."
According to Tubcrty. the
kidnap was not the first life
threatening situation Dm·ier had
faced.
"As a matter of fact. J immv was
wounded in the arm during
Vietnam, and he was almost shot
down while in a helicopter." he
says. The two fought together
during the Vietnam War.
"Jimmy was an unflappable guy.
he was exceptionally calm. and
totally able to tolerate captivity."
"The Army places soldiers in a
situation once, so things arc easier
to overcome the second timc,"says
Tubcrty. "It's like jumping out ofa
plane. after you have pushed
yourself to the limit, you control
fear and just do the job. You
become better able to cope with
stressful situations. Still. not
rvrryc-nc- could do th~t as well as

Jimmy."
"You know. if the house were
on fire now, Jimmy would just
shrug and say, 'Well. I guess· we
better move on out of here, right?'
He was very calm." he says.
In Germany during 1972 and
1973, Tuberty and Do1ier were
again working side by side .
Tuberty commanded the Armed
Brigade and Dozier was Lt.
Colonel Squadron Commander.
"Jimmy's position as Squadron
Commander was · vcty sought
after,'' says Tubcrty, "but Jimmy
did not have a big ego and was
unimpressed with himself. We
attended weddings. picnics. and
military gatherings together. but
Jimmy was the same man both
socially and profc:-;sionally."
Looking to his wife who agrees,
Tuberty says. "Jimmy was very
unlike the stereotyped military
stuffed shirt."
"Jimmy was a hard worker. but
very confident. He was
· demanding. but very bright. and I
like him. Everyone in the regimen
liked him too. more so than the
other officers. He was respected
for his cleverness. his work was
exceptional. and he expected the
same exceptional quality from
those who reported to him." says
Tuberty. Dozier. hocvcr. could get
irritated easily. usually as a result
of his demand for preciseness.
Tuberty says.
The cuckoo clock on the wall
. chimes eight. and Tuberty glances

DOZIER, page 18

Wesleyan drops 'aid-blind' policy
By Gerald Duffy
Wesleyan University this week
became the f;irst pri, ate school in
the country to officiallv reverse its
"aid-blind;. admissions· policy. The
policy allowed students tn be
admitted without regard to their
financial stat us.
The Middletown. Conn. college
is responding to cuts in • Federal
funds for financial aid to students
and other leading pri\ate schools
like Columbia. Harvard and
Princeton arc known to be
reviewing their "aid-blind'"
policies.
These schools and Yale
announced sharp increases in their
tuition costs this week and blamed
inflation and Federal aid cut-backs
for the 11 to 15 percent hikes .

1

Commenting on the Weslnan
move. L1 l\ H Director - of
Ad missions Stanford Fish said
uni, ersities like LINH operate
under a different set of rules. Fish
said that "a uni,crsit,· like UNH
fundamental(\' takes the position
that\\ hen we.deal \\ith student!\ in
admission we take into account
only the academic and personal_
qualities. "In the, sp,irit of a public
university "it's th:c only way 'A-e can
function." Fish said.

THOMPSON

HALL

-

To many. T-Hall symbolizes llNH. (Tim Skeer photo)
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Two-day jail term
for DWI doesn't pass
By L.K. Holstrom

add three days to the seven-day
mandatory jail term for a second
conviction.
The proposal would also make a
third conviction a -felony,
punishable by a prison term of up
to seven years and a fine of up to
$2,000.
"There would be no way around
it (conviction)," Splaine said.
"'Evenrichpeoplewhofindagood

The New Hampshire state
senate failed to pass a proposal for
a mandatory two-day jail sentence
for motorists convicted just once
of driving while under the
influence.
Sen. James Splaine (DPortsmouth) had hoped to
ammend the proposal onto the
House-passed mandatory
sentenc!ng a~d mandatory D~I
sentencing bill called House 8111
20.

DWI, page 5

Splaine said yesterday that he
would re-introduce the ammendment at the next session.
"Right now, there is not a strong
law (on DWI) even as we pass
. -- House Bin 20," -Splaine -sa-id-.-"lt~-only a possible 60-day revocation
of license and up to a $1,000 fine.
This is not a deterrent to any
degree."
Jn addition to the jail t

Tim Noonis of Kappa Sigma freezes the fraternity's snow sculpture for Winter Carnival. (Henri Barber photo)

1111
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By L.K. HoMrom
"It is my opinion that to run the
fire department with the various
--reductions will result in an
unacceptahk risk to the citi1ens of
the to~ n. the residents of the
U niH~rsit\ and the firefighters."
ChicLlames Eddy said yesterday
or the 522.799 budget decrease the
fire department faces.
The town Budget Committee cut
' approximately five percent from
each to\\ n department. This
decreased the lire budget by
$7 .600 .
Because the town funds onethird of the fire department
budget. the other \\ tll be equally
cut b) the l ' ni,cn,jty. said Eddy.
According to Eddy. the
L' niH:rsity and town ha\e an

agreement to match decreases.
.
"If they didn't they would be oft
their ratio." Eddy said. Eddy said
he presented a 1982 budget to the_
town equal to 1981 's budget of
$63.454. But the Budget
Committee last week cut all town
departments.
"We can't withstand any cut in
the operating budget. A cut of
almost $23,000 has to come from
salaries. The fire department can't
withstand that cut without
reducing services,'' he said.
Eddy said the most reasonable
option would lay off two
firefighters. which would-leave the
fire der,artmcnt operating with
three four-man shifts. (They

FIRE. page 5

Student Senate will
vote on two budgets
By Jon Cohen
The Student Senate will finali1c
their own 1982-83 budget and the
one for the Gi·anitc at their meeting
Sunday night.
Also to be introduced are
STVN 's. (Student Television
Network). the International ( ISA)
Student Association's. the Student
Press\ and the Student Activity
Fee Organirntion\ budgets.
Of the S43.028 requested by
Student Bodv President Sara .lane
Horton for ·the Senate\ budget.
$21.0 IO goes to prm id ing free legal
assistance to all undergraduate
qudents at UNH. An additional
S 11.448 goes to paid positions
within the Senate.
The Granite is planning to sell
their \'earbook to all underclassmen, ·beginning \\ ith the 1982-8.3
issue. "rhcy arc proposing a $3
price per book to provide income
to offset rising prjn~ing costs. This
charge. and new sponsoring and
ad , ·c rt is in g ca mp a i g n s. are
L'nabling them to ask for S6.564
decrease in thci1: Student Activitv
I-cc subsidv. Their requested
suhsidv is S5-6.205 .
The.yearbook will remain free to
all seniors.
STVJ\ is presenting a budget of
S23.52J.X5. up SI0.72J.85 from
last , ·car. The inc.rcase is due
prim.irily to the purch.ise of a ne_w
\.'diting system \\ hich they s,1y wttl

and quality of their productions. ·
The ISA is asking for $4.050 for
speakers. newsletters. paid
positions and other acti,·i°ties. This
is the first year they will receive a
budget.
Costs for the Student Press\
publications. Catalyst. Aegis. ·
lnncrvision and Commentary. arc
expected to be about $20.000 next
·year. Compensated positions and
operating expenses bring the total
Student Press request to $22.454.
The Student Activity Fee
Organirntion is asking for
$.3.482.50 to administer all the
organ in, t ions' budgets. Past
resen-cs and inYcstments provide
other income for their total budget
of $ ·I 2.007.50. This goes to salaries.
supplies. telephone and insurance
costs.
The Senate has already passed
$4,123 for Cool-Aid. Inc. and
S 17.905 for the !\cw Hampshire.
Still to- he introduced from the
Student Acti,it,· Fee Council to
the Senate arc· six budgets. The
Women's Center. the Programmin~
Fund Organization. the Student
Committee On Popular Entertainment. the Memorial Union
Student · Organi1ation. Wlll\H
and th<.: Commuter Ad,oc,lle will
come up a week · from Sunday.
The Student Senate meets
Sunda~; nights .it '1:00 in room 212
of McConnell H.tll.

Town budget .has disparity
By Jon Cohen
and Chet Patterson
Two highly contrasting budgets
proposed by the town selectmen
and the Budget Committee were
revealed to Durham residents at a
town meeting Wednesday.
The town selectmen version of
the .proposed 1972-1973 budget
includes $24.000 in renovations for
Grange Hall. $40,000 for the
purchase of a gravel. pit, and
funding for a new police officer
position.
The Budget Committee version
proposes the .elimination of two
full-time positions from the Public
Works department. the elimination
of the new police officer position.
a $7,600 reduction in the fire
department budget. and $ I 00 for
Grange Hall operations.
The proposed budget docs not
include plans to purchase a gravel
pit.
Under town regulations, it is the
Budget Committee's proposal that

-r esearch--·
for NASA

ct

first DWI offense, Splaine's
ammendment would increase the
license revocation periods for a
first offense from 60 t_o 90 days and

•
Town views
two proposed Durham budgets

$22,000 fire cut proposed

Profe·ssors

town residents will vote in March.
Citi1en reaction over the two
opposing budgets is varied.
Administrative Assistant to the
Selectman Alan Edmond said. "I
didn't detect any strong reaction
one way or the other." He added.
"You really can't guagc what
.public opinion is (from these
meetings)."
George Crombie. Public Works
Director. said he hopes rhe two
public works positions arc not
eliminated. He asserts his
department hasn't increased stall
personnci in ten years.
Final rnte on the budget will be
held March 10 Residents can also
· attend a meeting this Tuesday at
Oyster River High School. where
bond issues will be discussed . Bond
issues include a selectmen proposal
to build a roof o~cr the town rink.

purchase ice making equipment
for that facility and instalation of a ·
new sewer system.

By Steve Damish
Since June of 1980. five UNH
professors have been developing
theories on the ways in which the
sun affects the earth's weather and
atmosphere for the Nati.onal
Aeronautics and Space Administration ( l\ASA). according to Joe
Hollweg. an associate professor of
.physics.
Phil Isenberg. Leonnard Fisk,
Marty Lee. Charles Smith. _and
Hollwcg. all of the UNH Space
Science Center, comprise one of
the 13 nationwide "Solar
Terrestrial Theory" groups which
arc funded by NASA.
The group is primarily looking
at changes in the sun's magnetic
field, and output of visible light,
ultraviolet radiation. and cosmic
rays.
"The sun is very changeable."
Hollwcg said. "They (changes)
may change the climate or the
weather (on earth)."
NASA initiated the $2.25
million pro_gram in an effort to
better analyze information
received from s~tellites currently
recording the actions oL and
changes in. the sun.
"P~oplc in this program are

"This plasma flows
from the sun ...
and interacts
with the earth."

\

\\
\ ~,- '
~---~
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For the fint time in tbree years. cross-country skiin1 is possible at
UNH. fTim Skeer photo)

concerned with the plasma output
of the sun - the ionized gas from
the sun." said Tom Birmingham. a
NASA scientist at the Goddard
!Space Center in Maryland.
"This plasma flows from the sun
over three days to the earth and
interacts with the space
environment of the earth." said
Birmingham. Fluctuations in the
flow cause currents in the
ionosphere (atmospheric layer
characterized by high density of
ions). he added.
The connections this plasma
may have with weather and
electronic pa' ttcrns in the
ionosphere arc "not fully
understood." thus the need for
research.
The 13 groups receive
information from three ISEE
satellites which are in the region
controlled by the earth's magnetic
field called _the magnetosphere.
The satellites initially send the
information to NASA where
scientists study it. Data is then sent
to the Theory groups for further
analyn,tion.
"They get the numbers and do
an evaluation of them," Hollweg
said. ··-They then will say
something like. 'There·s something
here we don't understand.' At that
point we become very important.
and use our expertise to find out
· NASA. pa.:e 6
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--------------_ Poulton---- ---------Poulton has been head of the
University system since 1975 and
made . approximately $50,000 a
year. along with receiving a car and
housing allowance.
He was the University System's
first chancellor. Before his position
was formed, the president of UN H
served as head of the University .
system. In 1975. however. the state
I e_g i s I a t u re p a s s c d a . I a w ·

eliminating the dual role.
Tlic legislature then formed the
chancellor position after the
University System Board of
T rustccs req ucsted it.
Poulton was named chancellor
in 1975 after a search committee
chaired by Morse recommended
him to the Board of Trustees.
Prior to his nomination as
chancellor to the University

D~

CAMPUS VACATION ASSOCIATIONS
-

~
~-=.•tO\ll
..-•9-J
prNnh

J

Cat Nip Pub

Main St.
Durham

3 c 3t\on

d b\e student
1he ~"or a

( continued from page I)
been vacant since July, whcn.Joab
System the six-foot six-inch t_all
He received his doctorate degree
L. Thomas left to accept the
·Poulton was a senior administratfrom Rutgers University.
Poulton is also currently one of presidency of the University of
or at the University of Maine. He
_
five finalists for the post of · Alabama.
worked at University of Maine for
Morse said that when Poulton
ten years as professor and vice- chancellor of the eight-campus
Oregon System of Higher accepted the position in 1975 that
president for research as well.
he wished to stay for only a five
Education.
He was also an executive
He was scheduled to visit their year period.
assistant to then Maine governor
Morse said Poulton is leaving
campus on Feb. 15 but it is
James Longley for a year while on
..for another challenge and
doubtful he will go.
a leave of absence from the
The NSCU chancellorship_ !"!.as different opportunities" and that it
University of Maine.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. - "was never a question of salary and
benefits."
Poulton's responsibilities as
chancellor of the University
System include working with the
state legislature. system trustees
and presidents of the four branches
of the system.
The position of chancellor at
NCSU is equivalent to the position
of president at UNH.
· According to Paul Holloway.
vice-chairman of the Board of
Trustees. it is not an "uncommon
· thing" for an administrator to
leave after a period of years.
Poulton has prcv1ously been a
candidate for other positions . He
was a finalist for the Colorado
State University president position
in the fall of 1980. Poulton.
however. withdrew from the
candidacy because he felt it would
be inappropriate to leave the
system with two new presidents.
The two new presidents were
UN H President Evelyn Handler
and Keene State College President
Barbara .J. Seelye.
President Handler ·would not
comment at last Tuesday's forum
in the MU B when asked if she
would be interested in the
chancellor position.
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is-- this Friday!
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ROUNDTRIP TRANSPORTATION TO
$99 FT.
LAUDERDALE and *DAYTONA BEACH

.
· ·

Depattures: • New York • Phil. (Metro) • Wash. DC • Harrisburgh PA
• Boston • Providence • Albany NY • Binghamton NY • Hartford
• Many Campus Departures Available
Add $15 for Upstate NY and New England Departures

*FREE

·,

Disney World Transportation Excursions

'

1 .

·,

For every pizza
ordered,
get one pitcher
for $1 I

'

All Rates are subject to an $18 Tax and Service Charge
For Further lnformatio'2,_ & Reservations Contact Your Campus Vacation Associations Representative:

Paul Kerrigan 868-1631

-
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~~ The
New
Hampshire

h·s spr• .
.
Planning a spring break fling in
. dOl11 t I
_.
Florida? Then make plans to live it up
r,ag1C 1(1n9
,

·

inside the Walt Disney World Magic
Kingdom! There, you'll find more than 40
exciting attractions ... and, we're in
easy reach of the surf and sand of your
favorite Florida beaches!
This spring is an especially good time
to "break down" to Disney, during
Tencennial -the Walt Disney World 10th
birthday celebration . . . highlighted by
the sensational Tencennial Parade, and
all-new musical extravaganzas.
So, give yourseff a break ... a spring
break to remember - inside the Magic
Kingdom of Walt Dis,:,ey World!
$13 - ADMISSION AND UNLIMITED USE OF ALL
ATTRACTIONS (Except Shootin' Gallery)

that's what CVS

is all about.------------,
17 years ago we accepted a challenge. Today CVS has
grown to over$500 mllllon In annual sales with over 400 pharmacy/health and beauty aid stores in 14 states.
Now It's time for you to share in our challenge, too. We've
got unlimited opportunities for women and men with retail,
market or chain drugstore experience to enjoy rewardsuper_
ing and lucrative retail management careers. Excellent competitive salaries and benefits package including health and
dental plan, tuition assistance, manager's bonus and more.

SPECIAL EXTENDED SPRING HOURS
March 7-12: 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
March 13 - April 1: 9 a.m.-10 p.m.

CVS Representative
will be on campus

man.ll)s.1111 World.

Wednesday, February 17th
Contact your College Placement
·Office for appointment
Or send resume to:
CVS
400 Founders Drive
Woonsocket, Rhode Island 02895
Attention: Employment Manager

CVS/pharmaCy
A Division of Melville Corp.
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

--------•~•r,--.----- ~
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---~~---~-----Fire-~---------}-·-(continued from page 3)
operate now with two five-man
shifts, and one four-man shift.) He
said with sick leave and vacation
time, the department would be
forced to operate three-man shifts
occasionally.
Covering the personnel
deficiencies with overtime workers

would not be cost effective, Eddy
said. Overtime pay to co ver the
average vacation leave would run
$20,000 and Eddy said he has only
$16,000 with which to operate. The
$16,000 figure docs not allow for
injuries or sick leave .
·.. It is a false economic move," he

said of the budget decrease .
At the public budget hearing
Wednesday, Eddy told the Budget
Committee a,nd the public of his
dissatisfaction . The committee will
consider the budget and Selectmen
will vote on the finalized budget
March 10 or 12 in the regular
Town Meeting.

~-----DWI-------lawyer won't be able to get out of
it."
.
Splaine attributed to Senate's
failure to tack the ammcndmcnt
onto House Bill 20 to time
contraints of the special session.
He said because of House support
of the bill the way it read. the

(continued from page ·3)
Senate felt additional rhetoric
might complicate the bill. When
sent back for House approval,
Splainc said -the senate felt the
House might ••kill the whole bill."
Splaine said his proposal is
based on California state laws
which hav·c reduced DWI
problems.

"California people think twice
before picking up their car keys
and getting on the road," he said.

Presents An All U.N.H. Cast in:

GENERAL
HOSPITAL
!

MEMORIAL UNION

. . . may not keE'p thP doc. tor cJwc1y. but. ther.:i
are other things that might. Find out what
thevare in HF.Al.1HS1YIE. ,l -.t·lt-u.:st with
lots of infom1atio11 ah« ,ut all I h, l!tl' health
risks '-''t' l<eep hemin!J c1huut. !t tells you
where ~u sta1KI. ,.md «.um)f'sto; what choic
YUll haw to help achii>\'l' c1 h"althier life.
You'll learn that HF.Al.TI/\' Pl:OPI.L H .

.
II

1HF.MSELVES!

·

.

For your free copy t ,f HEAJ.17-1.',.f)'lE a
i self-test. writl!:
·

FEB. 15,16,17,18

CA.LEN DIR
FRIIH l. Ft•hrm;r~ 12
PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITION: Photographs by Peter
Mor°iarity. Sponsored by Art Department. Hewitt Hall Exhibition
Corridor, 8 a.m.-6 p.m . Exhibition continues through March t'3.
A TASTE OFT Al.ENT: Student Talent, Mimagry. Sponsored by .
the Association For Student Talent & Entertainment. Cafeteria,
Memorial Union, 12 noon-1 :30 p.m.
GREEK NIGHT OF SIN: Blackjack, Roulette, Wheel of Fortune,
and more: Winter Carnival Dan·ce, Memorial Union.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. _UVcrrnQnt. Snivcl.y~Arena, _7 p.m _
- ~dmission: adults $3: students $2: UN H students ' with ID $1:
children under five admitted free.
MUB PUB: Still Water Run. 8 p.m. Admission: $1.50. UNH
I Di proof of age required.
CONTRADANCE WITH THE CANTERBURY FOLKS:
Sp.o nsorcd by Fl RESIDE . New Hampshire Hall. 8 p.m.
Admission: $3 or 4 1$10

S.-\'IT IUH l. Ft•hruar~· I :J

DURHAM RED CROSS

BLOODMOBILE

PAGE FIVE

HEALTHSIYLJ-: .
· Box47
Washington. D.C. 2()1}14

10 AM- 3 PM

Sl ., f).\ l Ft•hruan I 1-

~.
l ,

TSAS MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. Berlin Vo-Tech College.
Lundholm Gym, Field House. 10 a.m. '
WINTER CARNlVAL X-COUNTRY SKI RACE: Open to
anvone. T-shirts will be awarded to the first 150 finishers .
Sp-onsored by the New Hampshire Outing Club--skiis arc available ,
through the Outing Club. College Woods (start behind the Field
House). 11 a .m. $2 entry fee .
WINTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND: Snow Sculpture Judging at
noon.
MUSIC REC-ITAL: Ruth Clogston, flute. and Jeannie Goodwin.
piano . Program will include works by Bach , Berlioz, Bovlangcr,and
La -Montaine . Sponsored by Mus.i.c- Departmc.nt. Bratton Recital
Hall. Paul Creative Arts Center, _J p.m .
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. BU . Lundholm _G ym, Field House. 3
1
.
p.m. Admission: general $3.
MEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. BU . Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Admission :
reserved $5: general $3.50 . Tickets not sold in advance. For
additional information. call 862-1853
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: vs. Temple. Lundholm Gym, Field
House. 7 p .m. Admission: adults $3: students $2: UNH students
with ID $I: children under five admitted free.
MU B PUB: Thin Ice and Mimagry . Sponsored by the Association
for Student Talent & Entertainment (T.A.S.T.E.) . 8 p.m .
Admission: $1. UN H ID / proof of age required.

t-t l\\Uf"fl , , 1Jf tl:\I llf ,\,l)JM M•\'""' H\lC I "'I f••-it• .........,• ..,.-f\.tt..,

FLYTO NEWYORK

FOR LESS THAN
THE COST OF DRMNG~

WI NTER CARNIVAL WEEKEND: UNH Ski Club trip to
Wildcat Mountain: M USO Film Series presents and .. Evening of
LOONEY TUNES ."
MUSO FILM: ·Tartoon Night." Strafford Room. Memorial
Union. 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admis\ion: $1 or season film pass.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: vs. Princeton. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
Admission: adults $3: students $2: UNH students with ID $1:
children under five admitted free
M l l B PUB: Jimmy Jay (formerly of the Beach Boys). Sponsored by
MUSO. 8 p.m. Admission: 50cr . Ul\H ID / proof of age required.

.\to,u.\ L Ft•hruar~ I :i
RED CROSS BLOOD BAJ\K : "General Hospital With All UNH
Cast!" Sponsored -by Durham Chapter of American Red Cross.
Granite State Room. Memorial Union, IO a.m .-3 p.m .
SUSAN B. Al\THONY'S Bl RTH DAY PARTY: Help celebrate
Susan B. Antlwny's birthday. Bring a hag lunch and buy an ERA
balloon for her birthday gift. Sponsored by Women's Commission.
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room. Memorial Union. 12 noon-I p.m.
:\F.W Ol.D CINEMA: "1-oreig~ Correspondent" directed by
Hitchcock. Sponsored by Ml!SO. Room 110, Murkland. 7 p.m .
Tt ·E~U -\l. Ft·hruar~ 16
HEB CHOSS Hl,001) H.-\'d~: (;ranilt' S1a1t• lfoom . .\lt•nwrial
l nion. IO a.m.-:J p.m.
Ill .\L\:\ITIES LEC'ITIU: SEHIES: Tiu· .\rl ol' 1lw Earl~
Hc•nai!-o!-oalH't'. f•rol'. Ua, icl H. Smi!h. TIit' .\rl!-o. Hoom 127.
llamiho11 Smith. I I: l0-12::m p.m.

Or if you are thinking about
heading further south, People
Express is the _smart way to Florida.
We offer the lowest prices to West
-Palm Beach, Sarasota and
Jacksonville.

lVIUSO

VICfORIAN
PIIOTOGRAPIIER

·"

. Friday Nite
(top floor of the MUB)
6:45pm-9:45pm

PEOPLExpress
FLYSMART -

'

NEW YORK/NEWARK. BOSTON, WASHINGTON/BALTIMORE, SYRACUSE, BUFFALO, NORFOLK. COLUMBUS,
JACKSONVILLE-,
SARASOTA WEST PALM BEACH. ·, - • ·
;_."~~".,;
;.-' ·~ .~;.' ,. . . •-;,
_,.,:;i:. ...
,.~-t,
•;1,t,

•.~:°!'•

~t

,'.,;•'.~v~.:1

,._'\

._,,

,;...:¼_,

;.

.,_,,,,...:~ ...~"'\-.

~

~~-

f''f.•'!;;~",I

presents the

·.;

~

>7,.,.

_

~

..._:;;-..,· ·.-.,-;,
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PEOPLE EXPRESS AIRLINES/FOR RESERVATIONS, PHONE: (617) 523-0820 OR CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.

Gh·c someone special a
::·, .•P.i~~hrc to ,remember
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NOTICES

<continued from page 3)

.\C\UE"IC
WSHE 11\TERCOU .FCiF TRAl\SI-TR MIT 11:\(iS:
Meetings will he held through 1-chruury 25--Mondays. 7
p.m .. Room 312. McConnell: Tuesdays. 7 p.m. Room
314. ML,Connell: Wednesdays and ·1 hursdays. Room
312. McConnell. 3:30 p.m.
(iRAIH IAIT STUDEI\T Clllff l>FADl.l:\L ·1 he
spring tkadline ror suhmitting proposab for the
(iraduatc Student Cl RI- project fund is March 9. l9X2 .
hirms arc arnilahlc in the Research Office. Room 106.
Horton Social Science Crntcr. Only one copy ol the
proposal is re4uired. Ir you han: any 4ucstions. cantact
Bea l>ay or .lack l.oc:kwood . at Xn2-2000.
1

\TIII.ETICS \:\U 1n:un:.\TIO\
SWIM 11\STRl l("TORS :\LFl>FD: L:-.;pcrienced s\\im
instructors arc needed lor the youth s,,im program to he
held March 28-May 16. Sponsored hy the lkpartml'llt or
Recreational Sporh. Apply no later than hiday .
1-chruan· 26. in Room 151. 1-ield House .
l l.S. 1-1~1\Cl:\Ci ASSOCIAIIO:\ MITI: 'lhc l ' :\11
h·ncirll! Cluh is hostinl! a rrn, ice foil meet. Sponsored h>
the l>~partmcnt or· Recreational Sports. Sunda>.
l·dnuary 14. :\c,, Hampshire Hall (iymnasium. 9:45
a.111 . Women\ rcl!istration held 9:45-10 a .Ill. and men\
rL·gistration held 11 A5 a.m .-12 noon .

t; \HEEH
FXPI.ORll\(i MA.IORS WORKSHOP: Interest and
Sclr Assessment. Futures program sponsored hy Career
Planninl! & Placement Sen ice. Counseling and Testing
Center. 'and 1.ihcral Arts Ath ising Cc·ntcr. Monda>.
J ....~h,-uu,-y J~, (;rt1ftc,n l.?i,nn1 , ~A •.n11u.-;.:.1

1.m.

l l ninn , 1, _,1.- ~(l

Cl.I ns ,~ OH(;_\:\IZ.\TIO:\S
SOCIFTY FOR WHOI.ISTIC I.IVl:\Ci 1.LCTllfff:
·· ·1 he Holistic Wellness Rcn1lutio11.·· h,· Mark
Antkrson. international b:tllrL-r and a dirccti1,, or the
Wlwk Health Institute. Tucsda\'. h·hruan 16. h1ru111
·
Room. Dimond l.ihrary. 7:30 p:m.
l :\H WII.Dl.11-F SOCIFTY MLFI I Mi: Monda,·.
h·hruar> 15. Room 104. Pcttl'L' Hall. 6:30 p.m. Bri11g
ideas lnr thinl!s ,·ou would. like to do this sL·mcstL·r.
II A:\ l>I CA p'p{ D s ·1 l l DF :\TS Ol{CiA :\ IZAI IO:\
M ITTl:\(i: Monda,·. Fdnuan· 15. Rockinl!ham Room.
•
·
Memorial l ' nion. 6 ·p.m.
Rl 'SSIA:\ Cf.l l B MFFTII\Ci : hida,. hhruar> 12.
·
Room 9. M urkland ..1: 15 p.m .
1

UH \~EU\(; \\I) TESTI:\(;
\\'f.I>:\FSDAY :\l(ill 'f SLR IFS : .. Anger and What to
I>o With 11.·· Orie or a series ol inrormal L':-.;pcricntial
\\orblwps designed to help you ','.:,;plore ,,a>s or
u·ndnstanding issues or pnsonal intere~t. Sponsored hy
Co1rnscling and ·1csting Cl'llter. \\\•dncsday . h ·hruar~
17. Schofield. 7 p.m.

CE\EH\I.
PF!\C.T CORPS Sl·TKS \'Ol.l 1:\ I ITRS: PeaL'L' Corps
rcpr~sentati,cs \\ ill he on campus ·1hursda~ and 1-rida>.
l·ehri1an IX and 19. 1-l'hruan IX: lnlormation ,nailahk
in Meniorial l lnion I .ohh> ·. 9 a.m .-4:30 p .m.: 1-ilm
sho\\ n. Carroll-Belknap Room. Memorial l lnion. 7:J0
p.ni. l·L·hru:iry 19: lntL'f"\IL'\\swill hccondt1L'IL'd rromX:30
a .ni.-4:30 p.111. in the C1rcn Planning and Placl'ml'llt
office. I nterc~tcd students a re encouraged to pid. ur
annl1cation~ for com nktion hdor l' intcn i1·,,
appointment.

Be My Valentine Jimmy Jay
Gimme Jimmy Jay Valentine's Day
For the oldies and newies he will play
Gimme Jimmy Jay any day.
Love;
MUSO
MUSO
presents ·

"Progressive Rock"

whv somcthilll! is the w.av it is."
The Theory groups' jobs arc to
pro\'ide "just basic knowledge for
!\;ASA." according to Hollwcg.
UN H's Theory I group is using
most of its $200.000 NASA grant
to study the following:
-- propagation of cosmic rays
through the solar system.
the theory of heating and
acceleration of the solar
at mosphcrc .
- theories of processes
occurring at the earth's howshock
(the part of the earth's magnetic
field where a sonic boom is created
to dclkct the incoming solar gases
that tra\'el at one-million milcspcr-hour and comprise the solar
wind).
- the physics of solar flares
kxplosions on the sun).
"That's it in general tcrms."said
H ollwcg. "That's describing it
ra thcr hroad Iv. There arc lots of
little suh-grotips."
The group has written 40 reports
and has presented th~m to various
meetings sponsored hy such

Whether the work conducted by
the Theory groups will ever have
any practical applications is not
known. But Hollwcg secs ways the
work could he valuable.
"The processes that occur in
space arc similar to the ones that
arc in nuclear fusion and magnetic
fusion dc\'iccs." Hollwcg said.
"The knowledge from space will
hopefully help us to de\·clop fusion
energy."
Understanding how changes in
the solar wind might affect the
weather would he ''\'cry
interesting" according to Hollweg.
"Also. if you could predict
changes on the sun. then mayhc
you could predict when a comet is
coming.·· Hollwcg said.
Later this year. a "group of peers
or the same status of the people at
N·c w Hampshire.. will re\'icw
U I\; H \ Theory group and decide
whether to continue funding it for
an additioal three years. said
Birmingham.
"Long range goals arc to get an
integral picture of several

r i c- :1 n

proc.· ..·sscs. an intc~nd picture of

Astronomy Society.
Hollweg has dc\'clopcd the first
and only theory of solar spicules
( narrow jets or gas being hlown out
h\' the sun).
· The group has also done the
"best work" with the theorv or the
acceleration of the sola,~ wind.
according the Hollwcg.
I.cc. a research scientist. has
conducted work \\!ith a theory of
particle acceleration at the earth's
hows hock.
"It's hy far the hcst .work anyone
has done in that area." said
Hollwel!.
Fisk.\1 professor of phys"ics and
the head and initiator of UNH's
group. and Smith. a research
scientist. have done \'arious kinds
of work on turhulcncc in the solar
wind.
"I think the group at New
H.amps.l,jre has hcen quite
succcs:ful." said Birmingham.

how matter. energy. etcetera arc
transported from the sun to the
earth with what efficicnc\' and
effects," said Birmingham . ·
•·so long as these groups
continue operating according to
the guidelines.·· Birmingha·m said.
"the\' will contin-ue on an annual
hasis."
U l\ H \ Solar Theory groups
should he around for ,it least four
more years. according to Hollwcg .
Plcnt\' of work remains.
.. ·(he whole goa I is to
understand what is occurring out
there ... Hollweg said.
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Submit typed
letters
to the Editor
in Room 151
of the MUB • .
· what the
fashionable- ear
is wearing.

. EAR PIERCING
FREE

Friday Night

with the purchase of
your choice of earrings.
Singles or Both Ears .

in the

MUBPUB
(Next Friday: "Wings over A_merica")
A_dtnission Sl.50·
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
-UNI-I ID/Proof of A~ge Required

29 Main St. _
Durham
868-7051
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-----..---Kari-V an------<continued from page I)

.. Crossings arc not put up . carefully." Ziegler said.
Several passengers on the Kariarbitrarily: a lot of engineering
goes into it." Ziegler said. The · Van expressed confidence in
Treadwell. David Buchanon. a
Boston and Maine Company
lJ NH senior said ... she knew what
intends to do engineering studies
she was doing. I wasn't scared."
to determine what changes arc
Passenger Joseph Cusker. an
needed c\·en though this incident is
employee at the New England
the 1:irst they ha\'c had at the
Center Administration building.
crossing.
said he was surprised. but "wasn't
"The crossing in Newmarket has
worried because the bus was
been there a good number of years
stopped and the train was going
and we ha\'e never had a problem.
very slowly."
We arc looking into it very
The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) .is publi<hed and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year: Our offices are located in Room I 5 I
of the Me1110rial Union Building. UNH, Durham, N.H-. 03824. Business
Office hours: ~onday- Friday 10 AM-2 f''-i .. Academic year subscription:
$ I:too. Third class postage paid at Durham. NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the .first day. The Ne~ Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement . i·n which a typographical error appears. if notified,
immediately. POSTMASTER: ,send addre~s changes to The New
Hampshire. 151 M lJ 8, UN H. Durham. NH. 03824 I 1,000 copies per issue
printed by Courier Publishing Co .. Rochester N. H.

"The driver seemed pretty
confident... said senior John
MacArthur. "I was surprised that
it took so long for the train to stop.
It went about 50 yards after it
almost hit the bus."
Jeanie Taylor. a secretary at
James Hall said. "It was an odd
feeling to look out the window and
sec the crossing gate right there."
Taylor added that she "thought
she (Treadwell) was excellent. She
can he my bus driver anytime."

I

SUBSCRIBE

I

Bring your friends down
IIappy Hour to celebrate

VALENTINE SHOP
~ pop-shot valentines

on the hill in Newmarket

heart soaps
heart balloons
heart boxes
heart pins
heart bead sets
heart shoelaces

Fri. & Sat. Feb ·12 & 13

BLUE-LIGHTS
$1 off admission with tl1is ad

.until g·:00 Friday.

heart wind chimes
wicker hearts filled
with potpourri
lip pillows
heart frames
satin hearts
rriuch more

- 'JOi11-9:/gs

Sun. Feb. 14

LUCY KAPLANSKI

Wishing you
all a very
IIappy Valentine's Day
from
Nicks and Scorpio's

WE are the

I .TllfSTONE CitURCH
,

I

PAGE SEVEN

Durham Shopping Center
868-5202

'I(,

Befween Louise's & Uppercut
Open Mon-Sat 9-5

MARSTON HOUSE/GRUPPE "80
Present

1982 FASCHINGSFEST
(Mardi Gras)

Li\'c Band
Folk Dunce Group
F0<Kl & Drink

February 19, 1982
7:00 p.m.-2:00 a.m.
In

Marston House

HAPPY

Tickets

s2.oo Available From

Doug Madsen

21 3

Erik Wicander

206

German Dept. -Murkland

VALENTINE'S
.

& All Marston House Residents

Telephone
2-1163
868-9662

-J

DAY!
Prizes for best costume will be awarded

( continued from page 1)

Bob R d ss. a junio·r ~ h~ wor ks in
maintenance at the MU B'. said.
"Work stud y helps pa y the rent.
hut I need the loans the most. I'm
waiting to sec what will happen."
"I think that some of his
( Reagan's) priorities arc in the
wrong place. " Ross said. ·
Michael Roth. a graduate
student in Political Science is very

Di Mombro Trovel Agency
240 Central Ave. ·
Dover, N.H. ·

California
round
$258 trip!

1
;
.
_
. :
:

.

·.
.

concerned about Reagan's plan .
.. I've been independent - for
years." Roth said . "My parents arc
dead a nd if I don't get a guaranteed
loan there's nothing else . If they
don 't do the loan it'll he very
squeaky." Roth said .
Stanford Fish, director of
admissions at UN H secs the
Reagan proposals as a threat to the

"HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY!"
"HAPPY BIRTHDAY!"
"... ANNIVERSARY!"
I

~
~ The
New
Hampshire

Whatever the message, 1~ay it with a sparkle. -

~~

HELIUM BALLOON BOUQUET

Several Destinations Available
Call for details 742-2124
Denise Mccooey - Student Services

"spirit of having higher education
accessible to the public."
Tuition at UN H is alread y high
for a public univcristy and Fish is
worried that "if there is some
transfer of responsibilities to the
states. New Hampshire is in no
position to make up the
difference."
"I'm terribl y conccrnced that
students and parent an: going to
ha\c to make increasing sacrifices
to attain a higher education . In
!\cw Hampshire families with
reduced financial aid ma y even
find public university a sacrifice
they can't afford." Fish said .

by CASMAC
The Balloon Co.
Quick deli\•ery 603-659-l648

The Night Grill
in the MU B .Cafeteria has

E-K-P-A-n-D-E-D

~OoNEY

its services to include

Tu~Es

The MUB PUB and
Sandwich Line

WEEKEND SALE
WOMEN

MEN

SWEATERS

40%

BLAZERS
9 r~g. iJOO

$69~

off

Susan Bristol & Woolrich

Year-round dacron / wool hopsack

BLAZERS
99 reg. s95

DRESS SLACKS
99 reg. s25
$

All wool tweeds

Tri-blend washable flannel

s47

WOOL SKIRTS

s999 values to s25
DUOFOLD TURTLENECKS

J5

"RUGBY SHIRTS
by lzod~ Duofold~ Wool_rich

$J

99 9

reg. s145o

' Open Uonday - Thursday 4 p.m.-8 p.m.

FILM

DEVELOPING

SALE!
5x7 COLOR ENLARGEMENTS

Now you can share moments and holrday memories
when you order 5x7 Color Enlargements from your
favorite Kodacolor negatives. Buy two at our regular
low price and you'll get the _thlrd one FREE!

valu~s to s37-so

SWEATERS

SJ299

$JJ99

~-

~~::,p--,

~

reg. s25

3

forthe
price of

2

~f. (from any combination of
.,e. ~~ same size color negatives

· --;,__,, sorry, no slides; cannot be
· combined with any other
sare offers.)

·poly/ wool shetlands:

For Your "Valentine

EXTRA COLOR REPRINTS

Share any favorite pictures with your family and
friends when you order Extra Color Reprints from
your favorite Kodacolor negatives. ·During this
special offer, buy three reprints at our regular low
price and you'll get .the fourth one FREE!
•

,:,;A . for the
~

~~L..-....

price of

3 ··

(from any combination of
same size color negatives
sorry, no slides; cannot be
combined with any other
sale offers.)
(

ti i1Iil .1 -Ei·1(';] r,TD
-- ·o·owntown Durham

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 20, 1982

.· : liNH BOOKSTORE
- Open Mon-Fri ·S-4:30 PM ~

.!:_
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-----------~--Handler----------------( continued from page I)
She did say a new dorm will be
built at UNH. p~ssibly within a
year.
· Because there is not e_nough
faculty to teach ihe number of
students who want to take cou-rses
in the Communications department the University plans to limit
the number of students who can
ta kc those courses. she said.
"We 'd . rather serve a large
numbe r well than serve an
indiscrim ina ntly large number
poorl y." the president said .

But she said despite cuts in state .
funding to UN H. the College of
Liberal Arts is in no danger of
being reduced or eliminated.
While the .. most pressing
problem of this institution is
financing."Handlcr said."The
bullmark of a sound education is a
liberal (arts) education ."
Handler said she had no
comment when asked if she would
he • interested in the position as
Chancellor of the University
System of New Hampshire.

.. , have given it no thought:·
Handler said. The current
chancellor. Bruce Poulton. has
applied for several other jobs.
Sanborn said money collected
from dorm damage payments is
not used to replace equipment or
repair that specific dorm. The
money is instead put into a
University-wide repair and
renovations account. he said.
This means if. for example.
Hunter Hall residents broke a
chair. the dorm damage money

they paid would not buy a new
much. I don't know where to
chair but could be spent on any
begin."
residence hall at UNH.
J n response to three separate
"Just because you pay for a
questions. Handler said the
damaged chair doesn't mean you'll
Univcristy could not afford to
get that chair back next year." said
provide day-care orol!rams for
Carol Bischoff. director of ,children of UNH students and
Residential Life.
. faculty.
Handler said she is "not happy"
with the progress made at UNH to j.
·
accommodate handicapped and
•
minority students . UNH is a hard campus to make accessible. she
s~id. adding "We need to do so

I
SUBSCRIBE'.

learn to play or improve your skills in:
flute, recorder, clarinet or saxophone.
lessons ,n arranging and theory, too.
20 year.\· pr,~f<'.'isional performinK,. teachin,: and
u·ritin,: exerienn'.
664-5046
Richard Gard=ina

6-Ways to say

with Balloons

·1LOU8 You
I. Mylar heart

balloons-We have red. blue. pink. _green. print~d I Lov,e You. Betty Boop
butterfly
$2 .25 per balloon

2. How about a 16" balloon printed with your message on a long enough string to send up to the outside of .
your valentine's window -Really spectacular $2.50. This could even be d o ne for Stoke Hall.
3. A beautiful balloon bouguct. 12" helium rubber balloons on ribbons-beautiful-75¢ per balloon-You
decide how many .

· Featuring

4. For the shy type-place your message inside our helium balloons. for only your valentine to see when
he ; she deflates the balloon.

Ray Demarco

piani~t
February 11,_12,& 13
playing 9 until closing

5. Instead of ribbons on your gift. how about a small balloon bouque.t'?
6. The possibilities arc endless-come talk to us about it.

We will be open Feb. 14th, _Sunday
for delivery anywhere in Durham.

'f:Oi_!\JJ.S&! ~
'fJ)ings

Open Mon-Sat 9-5
Mill Road Shopping Center'
Durham. N.H .

TREAT A
FRIEND!

Sign-Ups for

SENIOR
PORTRAITS
Send a Super Cookie!
BringyourMomaQuarter

wi II begin

::::;:~E~;fJ~:-- ·-··•·-··-·~--~-~-Q-~-~!Y_ i5 __m. t~-~ -- --- --....... . ·--G r a n it e Offi c e,
colate Chippers!

Old Favorites, New F avorites ... The tastiest treats
available. .

Rm .- 12 5 1n t h e .
MUB, or call
862--1,280

Portraits wm
be taken
Febrilaru 8-19
Main Street, Durham
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Town & Cam.pus

UNH Winter Camilla/

RECORD ROOM

"We love you" weekend special

All $8.98 list "Top 20"
LP's & Tapes
$5.99 each
'
Maxell UDXLII C90's (2 pack)
$7.49

•
~
"

Scotch Master III C90
Buy. one at $4.65 - Get one free

Scotch Highlander C45's-3/ bag
$2.49
PLUS ... Domingo & Denver
"Perhaps Love" LP
$6.49
-·--

Thursday,Februaryll

Saturday,February13

Opening Ceremonies,
MUB Hill, 6 p.m.

Snow Sculpture Judging, noon
Snow Games, all day
UNHMen's Basketball vs BU,
Field House, 3p.m.
UNHMen'sHockeyvsBU,
Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
UNHWomen's Gymnastics vs Temple,
Field House, 7 p.m.

Bonfire
AGRTorchRun
Music and Refreshments
Fireworks

Dance, MUB Pub, 8 p.m.
T-Shirt prizes
Proceeds to the Leukemia Society

Sunday,February14

Friday, February 12
.Greek Night of Sin, MUB,
7:30P.M.
-

-

.

-Specials good-S alurday and Sunday
February 13th & 14th - "While they last"·

-- .. -··

..

UNH Ski Club Spol\Sored trip to
Wildcat Mountain
MUSO Film Series, an evening of
Looney Tunes, MUB

Blackjack
_ ____ ____ _
Roulette
·wheefo(Fortune .
andmore

UNHWomen'sHockeyvsUVM,
Snively Arena, 7 p.m.

Plan~ing
to Graduate

in May?

I_n troducing our new:

SUNDAY BUFFET
Every Sunday 12-4 p.m.
~4.95 per person

To be considered a May 22, 1982
degree candidate you must turn in
your intent-to-graduate · card by
February 19, 1982 to the Registrar's
Office, Room 8A, Thompson Hall.
A member of the graduation area
staff will gladly meet with you to
review your degree requirements if
you have any questions. Please call
862-1554 or come by to set up an
appointment.

Includes: Small Salad
Your choice of

Chicken Florenrine
Haddock Parmesan
Zuffhini Terrammo
Manico11i

Valentine's Day
Special Buffet Dessert
Strawberry Chiffon Pie
Ltmch
:'-le ,n-Fri 11 :afk~:00 p .m .

I )inner
:'-l 1111-Th11r~ -t :( H l -<'•-i :00 1•.1,1.
Fri K ~ ut -'!-:00 -~ l:(l() p.111.
~1111

-!- :( )0-~-U)() jt.111.

.

'
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University Forum
T·o · the ··s tudent oo·d y-- . frolll the Presiderit

Evelyn Handler -

;

Why am I here? Most students at one time or
another ask themselv,es this question regarding
their college or university career. The answers are
many and diverse .
Some can answer the question with quick and
certain assurance. For others, it may be a question
that- raises painful and nagging doubts. It is
nevertheless a question that each of you should ask
and that each must answer.
For all students there are, no doubt, multiple
reasons to explain their presence at UNH. You
want to prepare for a career, to acquire new
knowledge and skills, to gain maturity, to grow
emotionally, to experience independence, to enjoy
New Hampshil e, am.I the list goes on. But above all

else you are here to prepare for a fuller more
meaningful life.
.
··
This is the true value of a higher education--the
ability to become a fully realized human being, not
merely to find a better job or earn more money.
This is not to say that this direction should blind
you the the extraordinary opportunity presented to
you by your years at UNH.
Most likely you will never again inyour life
experience a period of as intense and r<;tpid growth,

nor a time which provides as many opportunities
simultaneously. Much of the worth of the time you .
spend at the University will be determined by the
quality of the choices you make. W!!_ether this is you
first or final semester, you have already made
numerous choices.
You have selected or are planning to select a
major~ you have picked individual courses, you
have decided to live on-or off-campus, you have
made friends,joined student organizations enjoyed
social or cultural events, participated in
intercollegiate, intramural or informal athletic
contests, volunteered for service activities, rushed a
fraternity or sorority, and on and on.
Each of these dedsions is helping to define who
you an:

,111u

who you -will bet.en, twenty, and more

years from now. Obviously, some of the choices are
of only passing consequence, but taken as a whole' .
they tell you much about yourself as an individual.
It is not my role, your friends' role, or the role of
faculty memb~r_s, parents or others to tell you what__
choices to make. Advice can be offered,options
presented to you, but in the final analysis yo_u -~ill
make the decisions and assume the responsibility
for those decisions.
As President I have met a considerable number .

by Charlie Erkenbeck

Crossword
Across
I.

Ymmg •swan
5. Responsible for the burning
bush
8. River in Italy
9. Tel
13. The "Big Gippcr"
14.
Maxwell Smart's robot
friend
16. Designed JFK Library
17. Rhoda's mom
18. Where you get great FraP..ks
19 . Came into contact with
20. Source of Coke's success
22 . Kind of Cetacean
23. Elevated railroad in a city
25. Tchaikovsky's X-mas ballet
33 . Story by Poe
34. 2000 lbs.
36. For that reason. cg.
37. What Columbus may have
satd on seeing America
39 . Work by Melville
42 . Army cop
43 . Spanish. in
44. To speak
47 . "My heart belongs t.o 51. S.ports car
.
52. What squirrels do wit!) nuts .
53. What Med students hope to
· end up in. Abbr.
54. · - Choo!
55. Lessening of tidal flow
56. In the city. Abbr.
58. Docs not apply. Abbr.
60. Where you pay traffic fines.
Abbr.

of students. Virtually without exception thes,
occasions have been pleasant and rewarding. Tht
sometimes popular perceptions of those outsidt
academe regarding college students I have found tc
be largely misplaced.
.
Students I have met are warm and considerate.
they a.re personable ~nd _outgoing, they~ -~~e , .
concerned about the University and the educat10.
they will receive here. And perhaps most ·
refreshingly, they are basically optimistic about the
future and positive in their outlook. I cannot tell
you i( this has always been so at UNH, but that it is
·true now speaks well for the University and for ·
students.
The things that all of you are experiencing now
and will continue to experience during your years at
the University are not unlike the experiences of
students before you or, presumably, of students 1_
who will come after you. The choices you face have
been made by others before and will be made again
in the years ahead .
.
Why are you here? -- To stretch yourself
intellectually, to learn to think critically, tq be
challenged, to articulate your value system, to gain ·
from one another, to grow -- to realize your full
potential as a man or a woman. _

61. Either '
62. Snail without a shell
65 . Where Emerald city is
66. C'est une bonne
68. Feather stoic
69. Like a king. in Russia
70 . Refridgcrator coolant
71. Against. prefix
72. Together. in music
75. Not over yet. Abbr.
76. Away from the wind
77. One of Liz's hubbies
78 .- Line
79. Scarlet82 .
-- ·graph or phone
83 . Hold the84. Comes close to

Uown
I.
·2.
3.
,4.

1

5.
6.
7.
9.
10.
11.
12.
1 J.
16.
21.
22 .
24.
25 .
1(-,

Russian peninsula
Swiss scream
Biting fly
Our Hockey team is in it
Monster
Pigpen on Odd Coup!:?
No longer
Jimmy's daughter
George Bush. for one
That is.
veni. vidi,Still
I think. therefore
Frequently
Whitman
Bad guy on Dallas
River in Egypt
lcli Amin [led it

Reaction to sexist
. tea bags
3 February, 1982
Dear Mr. Elkin,
_
I'm not sure if it was Confu~ious or some other
ancient purveyor of attempts at truth who said ... A
man of quality is not threatened by a woman for
equality:" I may have read it on a bumper sticker in
Amherst. Massachusetts. But surely a man whose
products are served in some of the finest diners and
institutional cafeterias in New England could not
have the conscience to condone as blatant a
condemnation of the female gender as I see
repeatedly voiced on that contemporary messenger
of trite philosophy: the Elkins teabag tag.
..
The teabag writing crew at the larger compet1t1~e
tea company would be ashamed to see thetr
winsome idea of fortunes corrupted to the degree
that your company has corrupted it. I hold in point
the two tags enclosed: "Music is a woman who talks
charmingly and says nothing." and "Of all creatures
hunted for sport. woman is first."

27.
28.
29 .
30 .
_ 31.
32.
36 .
38 .
40.
41.
..
45.
46 .
48 .
49
:
50.
51.
57.
59.
60.
61.
63 .

Ill-bred
What every boxer w~nts
Once wasn l to J . :Susann
Suffocate
Scottish cap
Speed up
Salary
Concea_led
Everest
The Executive Office
_Build_ing in tbe past, Abbr.
Dog foaming at the mouth
Wants Bugs Bunny
Ante Meridian. Abbr.
Wrote "Two years Before
the mast"
Col. Blake's reply
Furious
Hom1: of the Himalayas
A stake in a poker game.
Potcntiu! of Hydro_gen-··
"
and Harriet"
Yogi\ pai
.
64 . Reagan'ss home away from
ho
nome
· ·
6'5 . Sea mammals. eg.
66. Livid
67. Emit
.70.· "And thH Qccans , wh ite with
71. Org. for those who drink too
· much •
7°3 . . Blockhead
74 . Talking horse
80. Doctor's aides
81. Degree you get to build 747's
82 .
Sir With Love"

Charlie Erk en heck is a junior. majoring in Zoology, shes been
doing crossword puzzlesfor three years and.finally wanted to do one
u·here she knew she could get all the answers.

I

represented on your teabags. ·1 understand tflat ·a
First of. ail. I know ina.ny women who talk
man in your position must organize his business in
charmingly, but most of them have something to
such · a way that many facets of it can care for
say. Furthermore,music is one of the truest means
themselves, independent of close scrutiny by the
ofrommunication. Think of African drumbeats, of
man in charge. But as I occasionally enjoy a cup of
the intensity of Wagner, of the melodies of Bach.
Elkins tea at a . downtown restaurant, and
Not only does music speak, it does so in a universal
remember seeing your products in the dining halls
language. Listen to it sometime, it's really a rather
of both institutions of my ed~.c ~tion,
enlightening past time. You can learn as much from
I decided to save myself and those at
a piece of music as you can from a woman.
varying stages of vulnerability to insensitive
Second.although I am not a hunter myself,I know
influences of teabag tags. I thought that I would let .
a few people who engage in the sport and I have
you know that the taste of your products leaves
never heard them discussing the quest of women in
something to be desired; my palate may be
reference to this diversion. I guess the teabag wasn't
quenched, but the aftertaste in my mind is
quite clear. ls there actually a season for women as
there are for deer, pheasant. and brook trout? Is it
disquieting.
I hope t-hat in the future your teabags display ~ore
not termed ·manslaughter' or ·homicide' when a
sensitivity toward women. Some of my best _f~ends
woman is shot during this season? Do men hang
a re women and they are all -- right,really.
women's heads above their fireplaces or have
woman-skin coats made for their wives?Or cou]d
Sincerely,
the teabag have been a joke? If it was meant to be a
Martha J. Thomas
little play on words or some other form of witticism,
I will be forced to admit that my sense of humor
does not have the breath to encompass so confusing
Martha Thomas. Features Editor of The New Hampshire, ·
a statement.
like.
\
'lo think, write. paint, and talk, rough(v in th~t order.
Now Mr. Elkin. I want you to realize that I'm not
holding you personally respo~~i_b!~ ~~~:h ~ op~nio~~
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EditO·rial
Caught
College students in the state of New
I Iampshire arc fast becoming an endangered
species.
~ TI1ey arc facing a grim future, placed between a
closing ,·ise of decreased state aid on one side
and decreased federal aid on the other.
Although the UniYersity's hu<lget has so far
remained intact in Concord, there's no guarantee
that <lm;ng the special session the budget will he
trimmed hack more.
But \l\'hilc the possihlity of cuts in state aid
exist, there is no doubt that cuts in federal aid arc
coming with stunning fo~c.
More than half of the 10,500 students that
attend UNI I will face some cuts in federal aid,
with 3,000 of them facing total elimination ofall
•tid--he thev loans, grants or scholarships, if
'Reagan's pt,>posals ,~re accepted.
~

•
ID

the grips of cuts

S0011 onl\' the rich will he ahle to afford to come
to UNH, ~nd there's doubt how manv rich
students will exist if the state of the ec~nonw
·
-continues its downward plunge.
If the 1;ch students <lo exist, then how manv
would want to come to a school where th~
donnitorics can't he upkept because of lack of
moncv·?
Cutting aid to education has a way of affecting
more than just the students. The UniYersitv
System has· a CooperatiYe Extension Servic~.
offeting aid and education to thousands of
residents from ag1;culture to home economics.
According to a report issued by the New
Hampshire College and UniYersity Council,
colleges and uni\·ct-sitics in the state in 1977
alone generated more than 8480 million in
business. It's doubtful that cuttin~ aid to higher

education would help that amount of business
improYc.
Aid to colleges and uni\'et-sities isn't just an
·itwestment for the state, but it's also an
;im·esttnent in the education and quality oflife for
.many people.
Money spent on .aid programs is paid hack
with trained people ready fr>r johs in today's
marketplace, basic and needed research done h\'
college departments, and in the dcYclopment c;f
an educated Jiop11 hice
But with the forthcoming cuts, both state and
federal, the future looks bleak. The UniYcrsitv
will become a dreary place, with <.Tmnbling
hu ildings and dishcm1enetl professors, and a
pessimistic studenC population eating for one
thing--graduating before the pticc of attendance
goes up again.

Letters
Your ll:ttl·r pro,e:-. onl' thing and one
thin!! onh ... You oh, iou:-.IY don"t think!
'
· ·
· Keith .lame:-.

SAF defenders
To the Editor:
In a recent letter to the editor titled
'Inflated Fee· puhlishe<l on Fehuran· 9
in lite Xe11· 1/ampshire. it \eem\ 4liite
oh, iou\ that the author. Carrie
Hcrgeron. is an ignorant fool who
\hould dec:ide to w,tke upan<l see ,,hat
her \ludent ac:ti,·it,· kc ac:tuallY l!L'h
used for.
·
· '
M\. Herl!eron\ "a radio \tation that
play\ jur;k.. in reality prO\ ides
enjo,·ahll' entertainment for thou:-.an(b
o( ( !:\ H student:-. ( me heing one of
them!). as \\l'II a\ an educ:ationul
opportunit:- for m1merou:-. student:-..
";\ lll'\\:-.paper that people look at
only a:-. an exrnse for gi,ing their hand:-.
:-.omi:thinl! to do'" ha\ to he one of the
1110:-.t rid1culou:-. y :-.tupid comment:-.
that I ha\l' heard in man, war:-.. 7Jw
Xn1 · f/(11111,shire ( ,, hid1 i happen to
enjoy reading!). ha:-. c.irncd :-.c\l:ra I top
journali,m a,,·anb in the pa~t and
prm ide:-. indepth emeragc of nc\\,.
,porh. and feature:-. for qudcnh
intcre,ted in e,cnt~ taking place in or
around the c:ommunit, .
It\ a real ,hame thi,t M,. lkr!!cron
drn:,11·1 care,, hat happen, in thi, ~, orld
a, :-.ho,, n h, her il!norance in the
lctter..hut. ,(;meho,, '1 find it difficult
tll hclie\L' that the re~t of the l ~ H
L·ommunit:- lceb the ~ame ,,a:- :-.he
dm·~.
l
;\~ qiu --.I\ M~ . Berl!eron. ro11 ,trL' a
·•mintllc:-.~ ,h-ecp." If aT1d ,,hen \()Udo
ha\L' a con~tructi,e comment 1c'1 make
l\k Bergeron. tr:- doing ju~t a hit of
rL':-.earch fir,t...it :-.ometimc, help~!
Bc:-.ide:-. the rarer. radio ~,atillli. and
_\L'arhook. the acti, ity kc prO\ idc,
l1L'Ce:-.~an fund~ for SCOPE. Mt ·so.
ST\'~. 'senate. Stu(Lcnt Pre,~. and
l'llUntle~~ other:- . ,,hic:h 111 turn
'prn,idc:-. hnth an educational
opportunit, for the ,tudcnh and a
,L-r\ ice f(1r till' ,tudcnt hod, a-., a,, ho le .
II M~. lkrl!crnn rca ll\ ·took a hard
lo ok a t the aL~t i,it\ k c , ii L· \\(1 ufd h.t \L'
ll1t111d th,1t 111 0 ...i c;th er co lk-!.! L'' d e, not
h,I\ L' nc.irh a , 111;111:-' ,tudcnt
orga n i1;1tio1i- ;1, l '\ 11 h\l,t,h.
\ bP . ,tudenh at man:- nthL·1
uni, c r...i tiL'' p,1\ 1,,i cc th;1t \\ h1ch l '\II
,tudcni... pa, :\. h. lk r_!!er!ln . ha, L', o u
L'\ LT con,idnL·d jninin!.! lllll' ol ·1 hL·
,tutknt o;·ga1111atio11, ()11 eampu<.' I
d!lu ht it. 1wh(1lh h.1, ,t,lrtL·d the
·1!.!11c,ramou, \()Li~t, · ,ct. \l .1, hL·, \lli
,l~nuld tr_\.
_\OLI ·could ·hL· ·thL·
J) I l',1tk11t'
'->o. :\I, lkrgnnn. think (101 (lllL'L')
hclnrl' \(lll dcci(k IP niliL·11L· ag;1i11!

Writing network
•
To the Fditor:
In rc:-.pon:-.c to the ·1c11cr wr.ittcn hy
Carrie Hcrni.:ron in thl' Fl'hruan· 9th
edition or'nw .\'c11· l/a111pshir~•--"!\
radio :-.tat ion that play~ junk ... What
~talion ha:-. :-.he hccn li:-.tening to'!
Brahm:-.. Bach. Hl'cthml'n. l'tl' .. . i:-.
junk'!
· Ha, :-.he li:-.tcnl'd Monda,·. ·1 Ul'S(hl\
or Wcdnc:-.da, ni!!ht to an·, Cla"ic:il
:-.ho\\'.' Or ha~·M,.-Hngcrot1·1i,tc11L'd to
the .la11 Slw\\:-. playl'd Sunday.
Monda,· and ·1 uc:-.d,1, nil!ht:-.'.'
Or i,· that too ··jun·k\·•·'for her. abo'.'
We don't play ·1op 40 .. \\L' lea, L' that to
(' a :- c, Ca:-. L' 111. W l i \ H i, t h c
l· rcc,,·a, c:-.. :-.o it M.,. Bn!!eron hate,
\\ hat the Di:sl· .lodcy:-. pl:~> :-.o mud1.
,, h_\ doc:-.n't :-.IJL· come do,, 11 and get her
O\\ n ,ho,, -.,o ~he could pla> ,, hat :-.he
like:-.'.' Or ha, ,he had a lronwl
lohotom, and hecome mind le:-., lil..c thL·
rc:-.t ol u~ ~hccp here at l ' ~ ~I'.'
lori Do,,d
\\l ' ~H ~L'\\~ lkpartn1L'l1l

•
·1o thL· hlitor .
In rc:-.pon~c to M,. Bergeron\ letter
rc!!.irdinl! the Student Acti,it, I-cc I'd
li~c to .. .i.,cll. .' ou can't print \\ hat I l1
likL' to -.,a_\' I kl'I had for a \\Oman\\ ho
IL'L'l:s that the :-.tudcnt orga11i1atiom arc
a \\a'1L' ol time.
She ,: l:1im, the radio '1ation play,
"junk ... it\ too had -.,he doL·,11·1 1-.nm,
line mu:-.ic \\ hen :-.he hear:- it. And a, for
her comment 011 7he .\'c11· /la11111.,hin·.
,he her,cl I m uq he pret t .' horcd to
,, rite non~c n,c kttn, to the L'ditor.
I hL
· Student ;\ct i\it, l-eL' fumb ,omc
e.\L'L'l il' nt (lr!!a11i1ati (;11, 1 711£' .\'1•11 ·
/la111;11 hirc h.~... \\c11111u111L'rou~ :rnard,.
SC O P[· 1, kn o\\11 11atio1rnidc. Coo!1\ id ha , :sa,cd li, c, and Ml 'SO h,i...
en tertained t htit1--a 11d, in th l' !\1l . B
l'l B.
l thin!.. lilt_\ do ll ar, i, pea nut, lorthe
,cn1ec, rnn1tkd. \ 1(1\l ,c hool ,diar!.! L'
l\\lL'L· that. I he real cli nchn in !\1,.
!k r!!cr11n\ lcttc1 \\a,. " l l'll th c S tudcnt
Scn:uc (\\hatL'\L'r thn ;1rl') to take that
1nlldtL·d kc to a nca r h, hlad !wk a11d
plc1cl· it thnc .. · \\.L·II: \ h. Bcr~cron.
, PU 'l'L' lll tu he Ii, in!! in a hlack hok.
(;111 \\L' ,hare it \\itl; _\(lli'.'
l au ra \. a!! \
L\-S \ I C Chairpu·,~i1
and happ_\ to pa:- the kc

To the Editor:
... The Roher! B. Monier Memorial
Countn; Cluh .Hand~ 1dll're the once
proud · {,' /\'// Ra,·ine ant! /1,frmorial
l '11io11 s1oocl. 71,e Tin Palace has
dwngecl its name to The Golclen
.\ 'ugget. Burger A."ing hc•comes S1ri.u
Steak King. Stuart Slwines hecomes
I.on/ & Ta rlor. Nick \ henm1cs
,\klwlas \ Pla~ ·e. I .. I .. Bean opens up in
the Grange huilcling. Durham goes all
C()nc/o ancl changes its m11111• to Royal
/)11r/w111 Heights ...
!\s Student:-. for the Uni,crsit\'
Chairpn,on.
c felt almost helpless ii,
the hattk for lJ:\H state funding . 1.ast
war our Council \\ orkcd form er three
\\·cd\ trying to get :-.tudcnts to write
letter, to thl'ir kl!i,lator, . We rcc:l'i\ cd
k:-., than 100 lctt~rs. half of,, hich \\Crc
,, rittrn hy ...iudrnt ,cnator,. Did
an,onL' notice a S400 tuition incrca:-.c
011· their in-q;11L' tuition hill thi, ,car''
... 7:(HJ a.111. all(/ 1n• h• ruufr to ice o/T
at the trcclwrow .fie/cl h()/1.\;' h()/e. 11~ir
3 . ./01T clri,·c•.,. it look /()Ilg. oh-oh .... off
the ii1ci11crator. I think 1ha1 \ oiie
/ll'naltr s{rokl' clWfJ. ..
Thi:-. ,car. our council i:-. holdinl! a
ll'!!i,lati, L' da\. ,,ork in!! 011 a Ho~1'l'
;\ -r pr() pr i a· ti On,.\ 'c O 111 111 it tel'
luncheon . and teqif\in!! in Concord.
But there i:-. one clem.cnt,that 0111\ , ou.
the '1udenl\. can mal..e :surcc"ftll.· \\'c
need :-.tudcnt:-. to he part ol a
phone letter \\riting nct,,ork . The
Alumni ;\"ociation ha, a ,er,
,uccL·,ful llL'l\\ ork. hut the kl!i~latur~·
\\,1111-., to hear lrom niu.
•
... Sl'concl clri1 ·(' /rr ;n, !Ill' /ru111 (){!he
.\ ,•1Tice huilding. it goe., 01 ·~-r rlw t ·.\ fl
/lro1ne.,1ori', /ill.I/ .\!11rkla11cl I /0. ancl
1111 t!w jain, ·11r near !lw /)imoncl
Hihlioll'l/lW Seconcl .,ho! i., a bl'aWi/11/
chi!' .,ho t 11111 0 the Tho1111 1.1011 lia/1
t: n ·1·11. ·· l. oo/.. .\I 11// 1. I .,!wt a hirclie.' .... .
· Herc\ ho\\ thL:·n·ct\\ork lunct icllb . II
:OU come lrom Bel knap Count> . for
L' \alllpk . \\ L' \\ ill rut _\Oll int o;1 \L'J'tic:al
:i,tin !! \\ith Pth n , t ude nh lr\lm t hat
L·(1u111, . .'\ ...iutk nt \\ ill c.tll :-o u \\ ith
111!llrma t io n ahout !.!L't tin!c 111 touch
\\Ith :-our rc r rL' '> L'nlal~\l' \\l;cn thL' till1L'
ha, L·()tlll' to -.,prin_!! i111u .trtilln. You
thL· n call the nc\t pL'l'><lll in the matr i.\ .
l'L' la, t hL· i nl orn 1a t ion . a nd L' (l lltart , ou r
rL·ric l'll lati\L. It\ that ,i m plc. \\ L··11
L'\L'l1 p,t_\ J(lr ~o ur po, tagl'. \ o lllL' L't 111 g-.
tu a ttL·nd. L'i ther . .lu~ t ca ll nH: al the
StuLkn t Senate. X(, 2-1 494 . and !!i , c me
,o ur na me. local ad drc". anti h(ll11L'
i1ddrL·-.,,. In a k,, \\eek,.' ou ,, ill rL'l'l'l\l'
a kgi, 1,!li,L· urdatc (thL Stall' nl '\ L'\\
IL1P111 ,'1 " · nL·L·th "i .50 millilln. ;111d ;t

r,

intends to cut current programs. ·
p!Mihly induding l l!\H. Thi:- dL':-.pitc
lal'l!L' cuts that arc dcfinitl' next ,·car). a
:-.a111pk kttcr. a li,t or' your
rL'prl·,cntati,b. and your copy of thL'
L·ounty matrix you're part ol. Then all
yo\t ha,c to do i\ wait for your phone to
ring. You'll he wdl pn:parl'd to writl' to
your legi:-.lator.
.. . Hu/Ir tees t!/14 lll'arthrrnk hill. I
think .,he hooked it w the le/i. ft \going
i1110Co/lege /Jrook ll'lll'reo111•0Tl ..YI/\
many alligator., has stolen ilw hall.
Sorry /Ju/(r. that\ 11ro penalty
.,trok1·., ...

Mall\ studl'nts haH· told me that
the, ra·, or hud!!L'l l'Uh. I al!rl'L' that
:-.tail' go\lTlllllL'l;l mu~t l'.\L'r;i:-.c fi:-.Gil
rc:-.traint and rc,pon:-.ihilit,·. hut :\c\\
Hamp:-.hirL· ha, l'llt L'ducati'on too fa:-.t.
I.ct\ ,ho\\ Concord \\L' earl'. Stand up
and hl' countl'd. I.ct\ prc,n,c l l\ Ha,
a uniH·r:-.ity. and not a Ihm it to hccomL·
ju:-.t another l'(Hlntr> L'luh.
I.a,.,., M. I.L':-.iL·ur
· ( 'hairpL' I ~011
Stu(knt, for thl' l ni,n-.,it_\

Red Cross
Io the Editor:
Your rl'adcr:-. L'an hl'lp thl' Durham
RL'd Cro:-., prm idc \l'n ices to the l' \ H
•: o m m u n i t , . . I. o c a t c t h c n L' w
··t ' ni\cr,ity· of l\L'\\ Hamp~hirl'
l>irl·ctory 1981-1982."turn to pagl' 111.
10(11.. undn Communit, SLT\ in·,. and
alfrr till' word:-.. -RL'd (ro:-.,." \\ ritl' the
tL·kpho11L· numhcr 8(,8-9<,92.
l 1111il thi:-. ,·car. th~ Dirccton· ha,
printed thL' c(irrcct tL'kphonl' mimhcr
makin!! it ca:-.Y for :-.tudcnt:-.. fanrltY.
and ~1~111 to (~htain information arid
:-.L'n iL'L':-o around the L'lol'k from the
Dtirham Red Crm~.
~ohcl K. l'L·tn,011
Chairman. Board ol l>irL'l'tor,
:\mnican Red Cro~:-.. Durham
ChaptL'r
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BY L.K. HOLSTROM

ALMOST NEWS

Drinking, driviiig and dollars
. Several days ago. Sen. James Splaine ( D-Portsmouth)
-said he hoped to tack a proposal onto a House-passed bill
which would mandate stricter penalties for those
convicted of drunk driving. one of many legislative
moves to crack down on DWI.
·wondering how more stringent pcnalitics might affect
the state\ profitable liquor industry. I stopped by the
local liquor store to chai with the clerk. Pete.
.. Don't you think that the senator's proposed laws
might indirectly reduce consumption and result in
decreased rev~nue for the state's li4uor industry'?" I asked
suspiciously.
Pete scrunched up his wizened face and readied himself
to explain the intricacies of the liquor business and drunk
driving.
"You sec." he told me. "Tm tight with a few of the
legislature and they've given the issue a great deal of
though-t. The DWI campaign is only as forceful as our
alcohol campaign. Why. we've changed our policies quite
a bit to attract the "right· customer."
I thought for a moment. "But. promoting alcohol

Criticizing
criticism
To the Editor:
Mr. Wavnc Ford\ letter to the
Editor in ihc .lanuar\' 29 The Ne11·
1/ampshire . . under· the heading
.. Criticism". has cmooldcncd me (a
non-student. out a regular reader or
your ·paper) to protest another of
Marum Thomas\- aitiquc~ which she
lahcls .. J\osurdit\' at T.H.S." What I'm
inclined to qucsiion is Miss Thomas\
authority to mold our opinions of local
theater.
I try to keep up with as man\' or the
cultural C\'Cnts offered to the pl1blic as I
can - ooth at the llni,crsit,· and in the
surrounding area . °The N,•11·
. I l,1111n~hir,•\ ~c ·a lcnda r" keens me w1•I I
1!1.titmK~.: ... ~IIJ_cj __ortcn the rL'\iC\\s and
1:ommL·nts aoout current offcrincs arc
,cry helpful.
~
in the case of .. J\hsurd Person
:"\111cular". I was not lookinc for
1witl:1111:c since I had alrcml\· scc~1 ,111d
IO\ cd the play as prcsL·ntcd oy the
Hartman Theater Company in
Connc1:ticut. Howc\'Cr. if I had not
known what a charming and hilarious
rnmcdy it is. and had passed the
Portsmouth Theater\ production oy
due to Miss Thomas\ mislcadinc
commcnh. I would ha, c missL·d ;
\\ontkrful c,cninl.!. ·
1.H.S. has a delightful theater. and I

hardly benefits the state. docs it'?" I asked. perplexed.
··New Hampshire is well-kno\\'.n for its tough DWI
measures. but it's just as well-known for inexpensive
liquor and active liquor sales promotion. Isn't that
hypocritical'?"
·:Hell. no. We have to make a living. Look at our
alcohol earning potential." said Pete. earnestly. "We
attract the corporate from Massachusetts always looking
for fine liquor at a bargain."
"We're changing our whole image for that type of
customer. We've opened our doors on Sunday. Our signs
on major expressways announce 'Liquor store--next
exit.' Why. we even offer gift certificates up to $999 for
the man who has everything."
"Initiating our corporate image began with raising the
drinking age. Most 18 to 20 year olds drank beer and wine
over which we receive little or no revenue. Wiping out
brewery business was our intent. Of course, it hasn't
succeeded yet. but the crackdown on false I.D.'s will
create another dip in beer business.
"In times of fiscal problems. we feel it behooves the

found the production glossy. crisp and
professional. What irked me was to
ha\'C it dismissed a few da,·s later. o,·
your rC\icwcr. as a "script which lct't
the actors wallowing in sillincss ... thrcc
acts of mcracting and ridiculous
situations. etc."
·•Ridirnlous." \'CS. "J\osurd." vcs. as
its title implies·. out all this· hoth
deliocrntel\' and delicious!\'. In
J\hsurdist (omcd\'. the characters arc
always depicted ·oroadly. Hut as in
good imrrcssionist art. the hca,·y.
hroad strokes can create an image of
great depth. A third dimension is subtly
implied.

upmanship. sloth. amoition and
nrntcrialism were all addrcsscd--out so
coated in delightful antic comedy as to
slip down painlessly.
That Miss Thomas could compare
J\l,111 J\vckoourn with l\cil Simon is
forgi\'ahlc. if not rnlid. They ooth h.t\'c

This takes a · Matisse or an
J\yckoourn - and perhaps an eye more
trained than Miss Thomas\. I rcall,·
don't understand how Miss Thoma~,
could miss the undertones of oittcrncss
and the suotlc commcntqry on today\ ·
manners and morals.
,
., ,

I suggest that she treat her ·:,·idco-.
f.itigucd eyes" to more 1-cad1ng ol
modern English humorists so that she
will rccocni1c their wittiness when she
secs it p~rformcd on the stage. That
wa,· she will a\'(lid misinforming
pla.\'gocrs aoout "hat is worth seeing.
·
Patricia Pritch,1rd
Durham

/\s Alan A,·doourn intcndecl .- thcsc
ran like an u,idcrlvinc theme - ouilding
up to a climax i,i J\~t Ill. that it took
the 1-c, icwcr until the last moment or
the play. when she happened to "oc
paying dose attention ... to sec this
theme dcn:loping: reflects a rather
opaque quality in lwr powers of
ohsern1tion.
Hritish writers arc scconcl to none in
their character dc\'clopmcnt. To call
i\ ,. ck o o u r n · s l' ha rn ct c rs "'two . diincnsional." and .. prcdictaolc'" shows
that Miss Thomas missed the
rlay"right's prooing into the
insecurities of our world and the way
people in hi~ play rclkctcd thi~.
/\lcoholism . snohocry. one-

... HI 11-fERE 1 F"OLKS,
I'M REPRESENTftJCr THE.
FACULTY HEREATU.N-H.

\\ rittcn a prodigious number of show~-ma n,·. man,· hits. Their humor.
howc\'Cr. is · quite different. Hut to
equate J\yckoourn·s genre with
tell'\ ision situation comedies is
unforgiu1olc. Miss Thonrns is
dcmonstratin~ a TV mentality with
sud1 oosenations.

ERA and
Florida
To the Editor:
Who wants to go through four years
or college only to be paid less or he
gi\'en less or a chance for promotion
later in the workforcc--comparcd to
mL·n \ wages and promotions--occausc
or what a group of legislators decides
for \'OU this \'Car!
All our ·efforts arc needed to
guarantee Constitutional protection of
the same human rights for c,·cryonc.

...NOW; WE At..L f<JoJ"'-"
ANO"TMEY'VE ASl(EOME WHAT A HEADACHE TUAT
BAO, OLD CALE.NDER
'Tl> 'DISCUSS THE NEW
WA~ ... WITH ONLY 'TWO
ACAl>Et'IIC CALENDER.
SEFJ\RATE «EAOeN6- 7>A¥5
WITH ~ACH OF YO<J, ••
bURING- FINALS, A GRAt>UATION SQO£EZfD IN
THERE SOMEWlfERE I AtJD
THE LAST T>AY OF EXAMS
COMtN6- AS LATE AS
DECEMBER z3Rt>_ ••

state _t-o concentrate on an escalating industry. Market
-students prove consumption levels rise as economics
plunge. We've decided tocornerthe New England market
this year and we feel it's working rathersuccessfully,"he
concluded.
.. But Pete." I protested. "then why the hypocritical
drunk driving measures'?"
"It's an upcoming election year for many of them and
they're all pushing for popularity levers, but that reason
becomes minor. If harsher penalties won't affect
consumption levels. we hope the reverse is true. After all,
a drunk driving penalty on a third offense can bring in
$2.000, according to Sen. Spla1ne's proposal.
"We're approaching revenue from this industry on a
broad base and from all angles. As a matter of fact. I was
reading the other day about Massachusetts thinking
about increasing auto insurance rates with a surcharge
for those convicted of drunk driving. I'm going to tell my
senator friends about this. It could increase insurance
holdings substantially. and take care of another sector in
· the state. We really look out for each other"

and our action on this issue in the next
few months may determine whether the
Equal Rights Amendment will become
law in our lifetime.
ThL· Supreme Court has · given the
Equal Rights Amendment a livemonth reprieve from the erroneous

Mr. Ralph Haocn. Jr.
Speaker of the House
Room 420 C. The Capitol
Tallahassee. Fla. 32301

decision made oy federal district court
·judge Marion Callister. a former high
official with the wealthy Mormon
Church (which resists the amendment)!

Governor Robert Graham
State Capitol
·
Tallahassee. Fla. 3230 I

Right now we need to help protect
equality of rights by urging state
legislators in Florida. Virginia.
Missouri. North Carolina. and Illinois.
·to ,otc YES for the ERA . Florida is of
special priority now as that state will be
one of the next to \'otc on this issue. and
our task is to remind the Florida
legislature that the nation is watching.
The rntc is expected to be close. In the
past. we have lost in Florida oyjust two
,·otcs: we can't let it happen again.

Also. to .1om NOW\ Message
Brigade. a nationwide alert network to
aid ratification of the Equal Rights
Amcnd_mcnt. send $2 along wit,!i your
name. address and phone number to:
NOW. Box 84. Concord. N.H. 03301.
New Hampshire\ goal is 5.000 recruits
to join the more than one million
women and men who are members
nationwide. (Another address for the
Message Brigade or NOW
Membership: NOW. 425 13th St ..
N.W .. W,1shington. D.C. 20044.)

Please take a few m111utes towards
making a positive difference in this
important Florida vote. If you have
relatives or friends in that state. call or
write them. asking them to
immcdiatclv contact their legislators to
support the ERA. Mail a ( IJcr) post
card or a letter to each of the following
three individuals. urging them to vote
for the ERA. reminding them that a
,·otc for ERA is a vote for Floridians as
well as for people nationwide:
Mr. W.C. Childers. President of the
Senate
Suite 409. l_hc Capitol
Tallahassee. Fla·. 32301

.•• So THE TEACHERS
HAVE 1'EC1l>ED 'lb HOLL:>
Fl NAL EXAMS OVER. TlfE •.. AND !Y UtJAN\M()US
DE'CISIO~, WE 'RE ALSO
fl~T TWO WEEKS OF
.J'ANUA~Y INSTEAD! ... G0\N6- TO BE. MO'IIN6CHRISTMAS 'BACK TO

JANUARY ZS'

TH//

Rcmcmbcr. without the ERA.
women will not have constitutional or
economic equality in this century. but
will continue to earn about 59¢ for
c,·cry dollar car.ncd hymen. The Equal
Rights Amendment can help the many
families. headed by women. who now
live in povcrty--and families with two
full-time wage earners who earn only
one-and-a-half incomes simply because
of sex discrimination.
And you can thank yourself for
helping yourself. too.
Deborah E. Dallcro
P.O. Box 201
Exeter. N. H. 03833

1.:

SENIORS:
Last Chance

On the corner of Yo\lllgs Restaurant
in Downtown Durham
~~

Last 3 weeks for senior
portraits!

·. . . . . . . .

.

Photosmith

Specializing in Quality
Color Printing in our
own local lab

Feb. 9-26

*No extra chargefor one day

This is your last opportunity to have your

I•

. ...

on color-print films

portrait taken for the '82 Granite.
Appointme~ts are going fast. Sign up
now 1n the Granite Office .

* Student Discounts

I
I
I

'

~
1

Rm. 125 MUB
or call 862-1280

.

*Satisfaction Guaranteed or
your money back

~~~

1

l

l

..._..... __..._...,...,... _...

.

~ : e v i n Sousa

......,......,.~..,....,.._..,....,,,....,,,..._.....,....,..,_..,. .......~...--............-.~._...

"What's -up Doc.
· 9''
Food Eating

- BaJJoons
Massage

PRIZES

par\or -

Tatoo Parlor

"Buy a Vote"

Pictures

Jai\

CREEi( NIGHT
OF.SIN .
Tonight 7:30 at the MUB
Winter Carnival Dance 10-12:30 Granite State Room
Admission $1.00
_
All proceeds donated to N.H. Special Olympics
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Adam s POint eae;les: bewar e of huma n beings

"They don't seem to b~.
following any pattern now,
Jackson Lab worker Clayton
Penniman said this week.
"Three or four weeks ago, we
were pretty sure we had seen ve..
individual eagles. Almost e\- r:y
,
afternoon, you could see thl '.Tl
flying down Furber's Strait, from
Great Bay to Little Bay, but for the
past two of three weeks, we've seen
. only two immature eagles,"
Penniman said.
Even so, chances are better this
winter than they have been in 20
':Y".:'""':·:•Y::"''"""·"·"•·
1
years that the patient bird-watcher
::-:~f!~'fit:?~i~~t;;.~ii-,i.:,;ft@.~,. . ., _.
will ... c: au eagle: on Great Bay.
"Each winter since 1'950, there
has been a Christmas bird count in
the seacoast area," Borror
explained_. "Between 1960 and
1980. there was only one recorded
sighting of a bald eagle on Great
Bay."
Great Bay's increase of eagles
. .,_"11_ .......,."'.~'-·
may be caused by a healthier
breeding population of the raptors
in Maine. Most of the New
England_'s eagles breed and sped
their summers on lakes and rivers
inMaine,anqwh_e nthesefree1.eup
each winter, the eagles seek more
open water usually along the coast.
"Maine's population is doing
better" than _it. w~s during the 60's
and early 70\, Smith said.
"Contamination from DDT is
waning because the pesticide has
During the last two years. the
been phased out of use."
Auduhon Society has spent
Eatir1g ··dead fo;h · strande-d ..<Hf ·
$25;000 of -private contributions. -··
beaches and riverbanks caused
with matching Federal funds of
many bald eagles to absorb large
$50.000 to study the populations
Katherine Sullivan, a sophomore at UNH watches for eagles at Adams Point, overlooking Great Bay.
amounts of DDT and other
and well-being of New .
persistent poisons, which
(David Foster photo)
Hampshire's eagles and other ,
interfered with the birds' calcium
endangered spcrjcs.
metabolism and resulted in thinAttdubon's "status studies" have
people who normally don't get out
sure that bird-watchers at Adam-s
shelled and infertile eggs.
find food during even the coldest
shown that most of the bald eagles
into nature."
Point will do the eagles much
Now that the chemical is
weather.
wintering in New Hampshire stay
harm.
"The feeling you get when you
banned, New England's eagles may
People like Adams Point
in only three areas along the state's
sec wildlife is not something you
"Great Bay is just a wintering
be headed toward a slow
because it is one of the few areas
coast. Great Bay is one of those
can read or hear about," Miller
comeback . Reali1.ing that people
Great Bay open to the area for the eagles--they aren't
around
areas. and Smith wants it to
explained. "You have to
will want to witness this eagle
public. Purchased in 1%1 by the nesting there," UNH Ornit~ology
continue to he an attractive spot to
renaissance for themselves, despite
New Hampshire Fish and Game Professor Arthur Borror said. He - experience it firsthand."
the big birds.
Taking his advice, I found
her discouraging words, Smith
the 80-acre wildlife explained that although bald
Department.
"The eagles are susceptible to
myself at Adams Point last Sunday
urged the bird-watchers to be
management area is intended eagles are sensitive to human
human disturbance. Already they
morning, crouching in the lee of a
interference while they arc
considerate of the eagles.
primarily for waterfowl hunters.
have been disturbed by people near
shorcside pine, scanning the sky
"It's best to stay in your car
Outside the hunting seasons, breeding and raising young in
the lah." she said last week,
for the telltale flap and soar of a
when watching the eagles," she
which usually run from October spring and summer. the birds arc
more tolerant at this time of year.
majestic bald eagle.
advised. "Parked vehicles are not
through mid-December, Adams
referring to Jackson Estuarine
If disturbed at Adams Point or
disturbing to them, but people
Point becomes the domain of
Crows cackled by, buffeted by
Laboratory. located at Adams
at other peopled spots around
walking around near them arc."
fishermen, clam diggers,
the cold gust of a northwest wind.
Point.
Great Bay, our national birds can
Better yet, wait until spring
picnickers, and of course. birdNo eagles, though.
"People walking down by the
fly across the bar to Pease Air
watchers.
I heard the lonely honks of . before you make the five-mile trip
shore to look at the eagles ha\·c
from campus out to Adams Point.
Given the choice between
Canada geese, huddled together
Force Base. where civilian birdcaused them to fly off," Smith said.
It will be warmer then. And the
protecting the birds from
far across the ·bay. My eyes
Eagles like Adams Point
watchers may not follow.
eagles will have returned to their
squinting, heart pounding. I
"Go ahead and write your
because it is a peninsula which juts disturbance and offering people
nests in Maine, so _they won't be
reached for the binoculars and
article," UN H wildlife ecology
into the strait between Great and
the chance to sec them. Smith
bothered in the least by your visit.
focused in on my quarry.
Little Bays. This creates an area of plainly favors the eagles in this
professor Donald_ ~iller
Now that would make Carol
A gull. I figured it was time to
fast currents. where the bay seldom
encouraged. "Maybe 1t will get
case.
very happy.
Smith
day.
a
ea~s.
it
the
call
sec
and
frcc7cs over, and where eagles can
out
go
to
people
Other wildlife experts arc not so
·

·

.
·--,
·
By David Foster
Carol Smith didn't want me to ~~~...&:~~:S.....A
_..
...__
~.« ¾'.._..,...,......
write this story.
She didn't want me tclfing you
about the bald eagles t.hat have
,,,,.---------...
made Great Bay their home this ·
winter. She was afraid that people
would flock to the shore of Great
Bay. especially to Adams Point
wildlife area (which she also
wished I wouldn't mention), and
disturb the birds with their careless
gawking.
"Maybe you could write the
story in the spring, after the eagles
arc gone," she suggested.
But the bald eagles are there now
and in greater numbers than they
..-~--.__,.....
have been for 20 years. Perhaps as
many as five of the rare birds spend
their days soaring over the frigid
bay waters or perching in shoreside trees. keeping eagle eyes
peeled for their favorite meal of
dead fish.
Carol Smith has good reason to
---......,.. .......;~
be protective of Great Bay's bald
4
eagles. As director of the New .
Society's
Hampshire Audubon
endangered species program.
Smith has been keeping close
watch on them for some time now.
She is the closest thing to a
guardian angel that the eagles of
New Hampshire have.

I

•

What to do ~bout Betty Lou ?•
.. Gosh t-red. what am I going to get Betty Lou for
Valentine\ Day'? I don't want to get herjust a bunch
of flowers or a mink stoic. I want to do something
different. If I don't get her anything. she'll be
dissappointcd and will go out with Bobby Brown
instead. ril be darned if I'll let him one up me this
·
vcar again this vear.
· "Yah Buddv. ·remember when he took her to the
Stillings Dance on Halloween and bought her two
cans of soda?
"I wonder why she didn't like my costume'?"
''You did look pretty fierce with that porcupine
suit on. No wonder she didn't want to dance with
you."
"Aw don't rub it in Freddv. I know I rcallvboned
out on that one. I still don't sec what she likes about
him . Just because he is captain of the Polo Team
and knows everyone who's anyone on campus.
What do I have to do to imprc~s her?"
· --1 think vou out did vourself a little last vcar
.
.
.
Budd,·."
"Hern· was I supposed to know that she didn't lik e
_jcllo wrestling. Those ladies were hot that night!

I•

•

by Bingo Pitts

I've never see·n Jello fly like that."
"She got pretty mad when you took her out to the
college woods to show her the ice sculpture you
ma_de and you guys got lost. It took the Durham
Samt Bernard Squadron almost two days to find
_ . .
you."
"'Yah it was pretty cold. Too bad she got mono
and had to leave school."
·· I hose· flowers you sent her made her break out
so badly she couldn't get out of bed for another
week."
"I trt so hard but she always gets my message
wrong.
_"She really got your message wrong when you
misspelled her name m t~at ~ky writing message."
"It was an honest mistake. l was so excited that I
1.wt nervous when I filled out the form."
~ "What can I do for a goddess who is allergic to
flowers. doesn't wear perfume, or eat those coc)kies
the _si1e of trash can lids they sell down town'?"
''Huddy my boy_. you 1ust h,l\'e to f111d out what

~...

.r.'f.. ~.lll .. l • • _ ..

,.It. _ .... ,. ...

she is interested in mstead of assuming that she likes
w~at you do_. Not_ all women like jello wrestling or
w1!.1ter camping_ w1th~ut_ food or heat for two days."
I kno_w she hkes smgmg, but when I had the New
Hampshire Gentlemen and the Notables to sing
"Betty Lou I Love You True" outside her window
she wasn't even · impressed.
"Mar,be because she lives on the eighth floor and
couldn t hear them."
"Do you think that was it Freddy?"
'·' That might have been the problem. Bud."
"You could take her to the MU B Pub again on
Sunday night--that's Valentine's Day."
"No, I'd probably just step on her ankle again
and put her back in Hood House."
"You're just tr~ing too hard, Bud, think of
something simple. '

"Like what'?·
"Send her a card."
"I never thought of that. Gee, thanks Freddy,
you're swe11. ·· ··

.,,.,_,,... _

••••,._.a.,...,.• ., _...•,. •

.....

.. ,.

~

• .. ._ .. .,.

,.
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Inside look at hall sports
By Rhonda Karageorge
A hockey puck flew past my ear.
hit the door. and landed on the
floor at my feet. I knew I shouldn't
have walked into the middle of the
game. but what can you do'?
Hall sports arc a way of life in
the dorms. According to Dan
Shee hy. an ex-RA who lives in
Hetzel. hall sports a_rc a " harmless
release of energ y. "
U nfortunatcly they arc also
illegal. The rule was pa ssed by the
people at Residential Life. I
wo nder if they ha ve ever li ved in a
dorm'? If they ha ve then they know
that at times it can get pretty
bo ring around here.
Realisticall y. there is only a
certain amount of time a person
can wa tch the tube before the mind
turns to mush. T his also applies
after -hours of studying at the
library or sitting in a boring
lecture . A student from Hct7el
states , "hall sports arc a more
constructive rel ease of ene rgy than
al cohol. ··
·
Hall sports sti m ulate trcmcnd ou s crcati\·it y among the
students: how man y things can one
do in a limited amount of s pace'?
Stoke Hall. with its long.
twisting hallwa ys has adopted a
shopping cart on one of its floors
which students ride around in.
They also pla y field hockey.
frisbcc. have snowball fights and
toss bottle caps into cups that arc
placed at opposite ends of the
hallwav.
Gibbs Hall leans more towards
the athletic sports . 1 he hallways
arc carpeted and shorter than
Stoke's . Residents jumpropc. play
hocke y. lacrosse and lift weights.
On weekends they snap bottle
caps at each other and wrestle
(only with members of the
opposite sex).
The residents of -Hetzel. whose

halls arc also short but bare.
improvise by playing sports that
don't take a lot of space.
Residents play hockey. lacrosse.
skate and bowl (the pins and ball
arc empty beer bottles). A prize is
given to the loser by the RA: a pink .
sheet of paper. proof to _all who ·
pass his door that he got written
up-an honor in Hct1cl.
The RA doesn't have a
definition on· what a hall spoh is.
They arc told by Residential Life
to use their own judgement.
Imagine. your whole criminal,
record depends on a judgement ·
call.
This has led to a slight problem . ·
called "wrong floor syndrome."
For instance. someone gets written
up for throwing a ncrfball around
while a guy on another floor gets
away with playing hockey every
day.
On e RA might consider
anything other than walking or
talking in the halls while the other
R t\

1-11iglll

ltct\l.

tl11.

st.tgcs of undress. lifting weights
and it' there is it's usually paid for
The halls arc more convicntly , (an exercise that is difficult to do
bv the students who did it. More
located. There is also the
tn a dorm room). Though it's hard
d~mage is done delibcrat~ly.
complaint that Stlld<.'nts'roomsarc
to peel my eyes away from this
Why do UN H dorm-ites resort: . too small to accommodate their
sight. they arcn·t hurting anyone
rigourous activities.
to hall sports'? Many times the
( unless their barbells roll over on
students will go into the halls'
Every afternoon as I'm walking
someone's foot).
because the Field House is located'
to the lobby for my daily ritual of
As for the noise. well all that
in the boonies and they don't want watching "General Hospital" I grunting is enough to drive anyone
to make the long walk.
pass a group of men _.in __vario~s
cra1y. but who is complaining.

e1ttituuc

"they're not hurting anyone" only
because they stop playing
whenever a person walks by.
One Hct7cl student puts it.
"either all the RA 's should
reprimand for the same offense or
not reprimand at all". Words to
li\'e b\'.
The biggest · complaint against
hall sports arc that they arc
dangerous and noisy .
Dangerous. maybe but most hall
sports people arc careful when
pedestrians cross the game area.
The noise is a valid complaint.
but l\·c heard worse at two in the
morning when Ladies' Teas arc
m-cr with and Scorpio's has made
its last call.
There ,frc some who argue that
hall sports increase dorm damage.
According to the RA 's very little
damage is caused by hall sports .

Gary Dillon, forsaking General Hospital
ritual. (Tim Skeer photo)

participates in a Gibbs second floor afternoon

Do you need referral information
or someone to talk to?
We offer confidential listening and information on
academic, sexual, drug related, or emotional
concerns. We lend you an understanding ear for any
difficulties, problems or concerns you may have .
.-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-··-·;-,, ...... _,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,,_,._,,_,,_,,_11_,,_,,, .

___ . _--- ----.... =-- -.................. .... - -----·· ..... . --· ·---· .
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cool-Aid
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862-2293
1-800-582-7341
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COOL-A'!D is for students,-undergrad &graduates,_faculty, _
staff, and for the whole Durham community. Cool-Aid is for
you. We are there when you need us.
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by -Kevin Sousa

Rock and roll countdown
Fall 81 was not a good season for rock-and-roll.
Revenues were down in almost all major record
companies and as Rolling Stones Magazine said: "Cries
of belt tightening rang throughout the industry."
· New bands were giving little promotions from their
labels and short publicity tours became close to nonexistent. As Gricl Marcas (rock critic) stated : "Rock
bands were no longer striving for new boundrics. but
i•nstcad finding a plot of ground and staying there ideally
forever." Was rock-and-roll fated to the same demise of
the big bands of the '40\'?
Radio became more constrictive with tight
conservative playlists with little room for new ideas. In
our area WCOZ ( Bostol)) moved into first under the
banner of "Kick Ass Rock-And-Roll."
Dave Marsh (music critic and author) brought up the
problem of factionalism and musical r:.iri,;m as. "Punkers
snubbed the Mainstream Rockers, the Avant-garde
became more detached, ·and the faceless bands ( R EO
Speed-Wagon, STYX, etc.) became more commercial."
But all was not lost, for rock-and-roll has proven to be
one of the most rcsiliant of businesses, and this latest
"transitional period" is already showing signs of bringing
in a new era fof--.music .
No longer happy with the limitations brought on by
promotionul labels (New Wave, Punk. etc.) and the

conservatism brought on by the business itself. man y new
hands arc stretching out for new boundaries in rock .
This is particularly the case for the new European
tcchno-rockers such as Ultravox. Kraftwcrk. and
Polwock .
Hut the greatest bearers of this "new progressiveness"
were the grand-daddies of rock as we know it: The
Rolling Stones. Practically single-handedly they brought
a new life to fhc dying giant.
Rock was final_ly accepted as an art form. but this
should be of no surprise to us at UNH. For we have the
hnnnr of hcin!! the home or WllNH: one of the most
progressi,e and respected college stations in the country.
The fact that they exist shows there's still hope for this
phenomena known as rock-and-roll.

So despite the conservative psyche of this business.
strict playlists, and Ony Osborne. there's· still hope for
rock-and-roll. The following groups a·re my choice of the
artists that most mirrored this new progressiveness in
music.

Controversy

Prince
In the 60\ utopia was world peace.
1n the 70\ utopia was inner peace .
In the 80\ utopia is financial peace.
So what's so bad about Prince's concepts of a utopia of
sexual freedom. and I do mean freedom:
hetero , homo / and even incestual. Why worry about
Ronny. The Russians, or nuclear annihilation when you
can have an orgasm. I think the worst thing imaginable in
Prince's utopia is impotency.
So without over-stating the point this is basically the
underlying message of Contro\'ersy. For he has taken sex
out of the bedroom and put it into the "body" politics.
And why not'? Is there anything more universal in this
fragmented world than sex'?
So despite his somewhat frivolous political concepts
his music is pure punk-funk in a form few others can
achieve .
Prince is an incredible multi-Instrumentalist {musical
instruments that is) whose pure genius can be compared
to Frank Zappa. and seriously folks. wouldn't you rather
ha\'c Prince in the White House than Ronald Ray-gun'?

Freeze Frame
The J. Geils Band
We in Durham knew it all along but finally the rest of
the country is catching on. The .I . Geils Band is the best
damned partying group around.
On their latest album they have captured the energy
that makes a Geils concert a true event and added to it an
unusually progressive musical stand complements of the
kcvboardist Seth Justman .
i°hc songs "Frce7c Frame" and "Angel in - the

Centerfold" were instant hits in the "party up" area, with
Peter Wolfe not "blowing your face out" as he did on
earlier albums but actually singing.
But the real surprise was the somewhat cynical "Piss
On The Wall" that would make many new bands turn
around and notice. These guys are definitely not living in
the past.
I can understand the comparisons being made between
Geils and the Rolling Stones. for like the Stones they
seem to be improving with age. But they sure the hell
aren't calming down.

Shake It Up

The Cars
The Cars' latest album shows a strong return to the
sounds of their first album ( The Cars) while carefully .
involving the intricacies of Panorama.
When it works the sound is great with songs such as
"Shake It Up" and "Since You're Gone" catching your
car with that old Cars mystique.
But when it fails it becomes an overcumbersome
composition of tracks on top of tracks creating a musical
tart with more air than bread.
The Cars arc trying to experiment in the "techno-rock"
r c aln-i Vllhilc :-,till holdine, on to tlacit 111a:-.:-. appeal.

If for nothing, I must commend them on their amazing
feat of balance. But this return to pop after such an
exceptional album as Panorama can only be looked as a
step backwards. Maybe I expect too much from a band
that owns their own studio.
Anyway Rick Ocasck is still in high form sneering his
lonely way through another round of familia·r
hcartbreakers: "You're so treacherous when it comes to
tcnd~rncss," he sings in the song "Since You're Gone."

~hese three a/hums are the heginning of a series of
arttcles that that count down the top ten recordings o/'the
fall semester.
·

I~

, :) ·

,,. ~-·

·•.·
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(MAPf1 VALUJTttJE'.S t,A'f !).

MUSO
Memorial Union Student Organization
is now accepting applications in the
following positions for '82-83.
ARTS & LECTURES
PUB PROGRAMMl=R
PUBLICITY DIRECTOR

DARKR-O OM DIRECTOR
HOSPlTALITY PERSON
QFFICE MANAGER
.~

,PUBLICITY ASS~ISTANT·

.-R·UB 'P-R OGRAMMER

Applications and more Information
Available in Room 148, MUB
Deadline: February 26th
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------~-------- -Dozier------- ---------( continued from page 2)
up to the sound. Draining his
coffee mug.. he says "even though
the military does prepare its men to
perform well under the most
miserable conditions. it's hard to
deal with those enemies that have
been trained to take your life."
"Jimmy's attitude towards the
terrorists docs nor surprise me.
The Army teaches us never to
underestimate the enemy. The Red
Brigade had to be clever t<~ kidnap

Jimmy the way they did. It had to
have been planned. for it was ,-cry
well executed. I don't know what
was going through Jimmy's mind
except that he must ha,·c been
bored to death after 42 days in a
pup-tent."
Tubertv is certain that D01icr
knew the· attack was not on him
personally. rather on what he
represented to the terrorists.
"Most Europeans consider

Americans a very rude people."
savs Tubertv.
The attitude is not anti-Dozier.
but anti-Capitalism. he says.
··we went to the island of K uai
once because Jimmy had suggested
it. All he kept saying was how
pretty it was . Yep. Jimmy was just
a regular guy. he just has a little
more calm than other men."
The Tubcrtv's sent Do1icr a
y

•

"

LYDIA 8.

CONTACT_· LENSES

I wush us both many more years!
This past year hasn't ·seemed
crowded at all, Damn!
Happy 11th, February 1982. LOVE

and

TOTAL VISION
CARE
*Tinted soft lenses now available
• H i.2hest Quality soft lenses
*Polycon Gas-Peqneable semi-hard lenses
*Same day service in most cases on soft lenses
*30 day trial period· on contacts
*Complete eyeglass and eye examination services
*One hour_~ervice on many prescriptions
11 Discount to students and senior citizens on
eyegla_sse~

DRS. ALIE AND MENARD
Optometrists
Hours: 9-5
868-1012

•

Common ideals. similar wavs of
thinking. and a raw display of
patriotism arc what form the link
between .lames Tubcrtv and
General Do,icr.
·
Tuhcrty sighs heHily and says.
"You don't even sec a United
States Flag in churches anymore.
as if patriotism is sor:1cthing
derogatory."
"A long time ago. Jimmy said
that people who mw,t fight for ·
freedom should appreciate
freedom. Now. after bcinl! denied
his freedom . .I imnw chcrisl1cs even
more both it and hi~ country."

ALWAYS,
RSC

Students, ·Faculty, & Staff

NEWS!!!
for students ...
about students

Students for Recyclfng is Recycling

... by students!

Glass
Aluminum
,~
.and Metal

1 .·

DURHAM
7 Jenkins Ct.

tclcgrnm after he was rescued. but
they haven't heard from him yet.
"Of course." says Tubcrty,
"Jimmy has been very busy since
his return. and he will probably be
reassigned soon."
Where'? Tubcrtv thinks for a
moment and says. "Well. -they
wouldn't leave him in ltalv. he'd be
a real target now. He\J be a
security liability."

at the Leavitt~Service Center
Rt. 4, Durha·m
Sat.-9-2 -

DOVER
476 Central Ave.

, Hours: 9-5
Sat. 9-12

V olunteers Welcome
For more info· call 742-4664

742-~719~

Closed Wednesday
~
r■;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii-iiiiiiiii---~iiiiiiiii·- ------ -· _..

.;-.;-_-_-_-_-_..,-il-;.::::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:::.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.-;:-_ ________..

FENCING
Come Experience this Fast &
Exciting Sport
Come see the
UNH WILDCATS

skate against

ATUNH
Mens and Women's
Novice Foil
This Sunday,
Feb.14
at 9:45 a.m.
bi New Hampshire
Hall
FREE ADMISSION FOR
SPECTATORS
Sponsored hy the USFA, UNH Fencing Cluh
Dept. of Recreation

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

this Saturday
on our Big Screen!

Don't forget General Hospital every
day at 3:00 p.m.

Loone y Tune Cartoons
Doing what you enjoy
and

Getting paid for it
Learri how to identify your work
interests and motivations

MUSO FILM SERIES will show...
Pink Panther
Sunday, !4th
Fog Horn,Leg Horn
Room, JVIUB
Strafford
Daffy Duck
7 and 9:30 pm
Bugs Bunny
Admission: $1.00
and more ...

Tuesday, February, 16
12:30-2:00 PM
Hillsborough .Room - MUB
Program sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement Service

· ·-·'flost graduates are headed for a eood career.
Only a few will influence the worfd. ·

While most graduates in the areas of Electronic Engineering, Computer Science, and
Mathematie:5 are deciding on a career direction,
a select few are finding more than a career.
They are the graduates who will work in a
challenging environment where matters affecting
our national sec.urity are a part of our everyday
activity.
They are the graduates who choose a career
with the National Security Agency.
"Frorrrthe very outset they will influence the
growth and direction of their fields of specialization.
You too, can experience the very same opportunity and challenge in any of these NSA
career fields.
Electronic En&ineering: There are opportunities in a variety or research and development
projects ranging from individual equipments to very
complex interactive systems involving large numbers
of microprocessors, mini-computers and computer
graphie:5. Professional growth is enhanced through
interaction with highly experienced NSA professionals and through contacts in the industrial and
academic worlds. Facilities for engineering analysis
and design automation are among the best available.
Computer Science: At NSA you'll discover
one of the largest computer installations
T

in the world with almoot every major vendor
of computer equipment represented. NSA careers
provide mixtures of such disciplines as systems
analysis and design, scientific applications programming, data base management systems, operating systems, computer networking/security,
and graphie:5.
Mathematics: You'll work on diverse
agency problems applying a variety of mathematical
disciplines. Specific assignments might include solving communications-related problems, performing
long-range mathematical research or evaluating
new techniques for ~ommunications security.
The Reward.t at NSA.
NSA offers a salary and benefit program that's truly
competitive with private industry. There are assignments for those who wish to travel and abundant
good living in the Baltimore-Washington area for
those who wish to stay close to home.
Countles.5 cultural, historical, recreational and
educational opportunities are just mi- ,
nutes away from , •·
NS& convenienf
I
suburban
:.
location.

To find out more about NSA career opportunities, schedule an interview through your college
placement office. For additional infonnation on the
National Security Agency, fill in the information
blank and send it to Mr. Bernard Norvell, College
Recruitment Manager, National Security Agency,
Attn: Office of Employment (M32R), Fort George G.
Meade, Maryland 20755.
An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.

~--~--------------I I'd like more information about career opportunities with NSA.
I My Area of specialization is:
D Computer Science
I D Mathematics
:

D Electronic Engineering

Grad Yr. - - - , - I O Engineering Tuchnology
L Name (print) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

t

I Addres.5 - - - - - - - - : _ _ _ _ _ Phone No. _ _ __
I Degree Level - - - - - - - - I University _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

'------------------~

.

~
•

~
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~
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~~!!f~li~

The National
Security
Agency
More than just a career.
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·70 Chevy Impala for sale . Body is in
perfect condition -no rust but engine
needs a lot of work . Great for the
mechanically inclined . 350 Engine /
"------------.J_ . . _.• 86.000 miles. $100- Contact Tara at 742 -.
8410.
Students -married couple preferred-to live
in. supervise teenager 4 to 5 days in 1962 VW bug with a '67 engine. Has
February (if satisfactory, other dates several new engine parts . 5 good tites
possible). Good pay, references required . with rims (2 snows) . Needs some engine
25 minutes from Durham. Telephone in work . S200 or best offer . Call Don at 868a .m . only . 1-207-439-4892 . 21 12
1018 evenings .
1971 Saab 96 -runs well. Body solid,
Counselors : Co -ed childrens · camp
inspected . asking $600. 659-6296 or
northeast Pennsylvania 6 / 22-8/ 22 / 82 .
772 -5378 .2 12
Swim (W .S.I.). Tennis. Gymnastics.
Canoeing . Waterskiing, Team Sports.
For Sale: 1980 Datsun 4 door wagon . t>
Fine Arts . Photography, Dramatics.
speed, radial tires , great gas mileage.
Dance. Guitar . Nature. Camping . Our
excellent condition. $4800. Call 868speciality Is our warm and caring
1868.
atmosphere . CAMP WAYN-E. 570
Broadway, Lynbrook , N.Y. 11563 (Include
your school phone number).

I
,

·

-

Help Wante~

if
I[fl]

..._A_p_a_r_tme_n_t_s_fo_r_
· R_e_n_t....)

USNH professional staff member is
looking for a 3-5 bedroom furnished
house to rent beginning in August . Would
prefer (Mastway) Oyster River School
District location and more than a one year
lease. 868-5891 after 5 :00. 868 -1800
days 2 / 19

----']I~l

_Mlsc_b~_s._
..

WANTED : Business Manager for
Summer Orientation. Part time. May 3May 21 ( 12 :30-4 30); Full ttme. May 24 July 2 (8 :00-4 :30). $3 .50 / hr . Responsible
for scheduling orientation sessions for
students and parents . Telephone and
organizational skills required . A
knowledge of UNH preferable. Call Margo
LeClair. Dean of Students Office. 862 2050. Application Deadline : March 1,
1987
CRUISES , RESORTS , SAILING
EXPEDITIONSI N ee d e d
Sp o rt s
Instructors. office. counse lors. Europ e,
Cambean . Worldw1cfe l Summ er. Car ee r.
S e nd $8 . 95 for APPLICATION
OPENINGS. GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD :
172 Box 60129 . Sacram e nto. Ca.
95860.3 2

K1tche'n Table and four matching chairs.
$25. Call 868-5594 evenings .
1 pair of 180 Kast le MID ski is with Tyrolia
150 bindings . Very good condition . $ 150.
Call Ed·. 868- 7325. 21 19
Pianos for sale - Complete piano service furniture toch up and refin ishing . 30 yrs
experience . Pianos purchased for
rebuilding. Raymond Desjardins 2
Freeman Ct. Dover 742-5919 4 / ?
Olympus OM - 10 Camera , Fl.8. manual
adaptor . T-20 Electronic Flash , Rokinon
80-200 200m lens. Tripod . case . Over
$600 invested . asking $350. 742-4878.
Jeff . 2i26
FOR SALE Two Acoustic Research AR 2
ax thre -way speakers -$ 100 each . Also a
Scott 45-watt receiver - $100 . Prices
Negotiable . Call Mark at 679 -5307 or
leave mesage at WUNH 2 / 23

EUROPE . BABYSITTING FOR S Ch oose
your empl oyer from high socIoecon omI c
famili es. Benefits include . rm bd, sc1lmy .
vc1catIon lnform <1 t1 .o n availabl e o n
Sw1tzerlnnd ctnd 12 oth er countri es. Send
s1o ·cc1sh ch eck to . C. St e1nbruch el. PO
Box 1 S2. 8025 Zmich . Sw1tzerland .2 14

Rossignol Roe's with Look Nevada
Bind ings . Great· condition -super edges!
WANTED : Business Manager for Awesome Racing or recreational skiis .
Asking
only S150 or best offer . Bindings
Summer Orientation . Part time . May 3 May 21 (12 :30-4:30); Full time. May 24- alone are worth that! Must sell! Cal I Andy
July 2 (8 00-4 :30). $3 501 hr. Responsible at 868 -9782 or 2-1580. Rm 105 -please
for scheduling orientation sessions for leave message .
students and parents. Telephone and Men's Nordica ski boots. size 10 1 / 2,
organizational skills required . A good condition S30.00 Call 2 -3076 , ask
knowledge of UNH preferable. Call Margo for Deb .
LeCla1r. Dean of Students Office; 862 2050. Application Deadline: March 1. Ross ignol Stratix Skills 170cm with Look
GT bindings. Good condition . $80 or B.O.
1982.
Call Dave 15 862-3003 .2/23 ~ -,-~lyear old Onkyo Cassette Tape Deck. File
equipment at a low price. Must sell ASAP .
TN-190 model . metal capacity . $ 150 or
___A_u_to_s_fo_r_sa_ie_
best offer . Call Michael at 749-5355after
5 p.m .

_J] I~ l
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Yes. I know you spend 20 minutes reading
th e personals each issue . Yes . I know I
haven 't sent one for awhile, but It isn ·1 for
lack of caring . I always manage to put it off
for some reason (usually lack of a buck).
The message is that. among many other
reasons . I love you for what you endure .
At the end of this semester we'll have
nearly a year and a half before law school.
and that means Europe, 1f not another
Mame tr ip (mcludmg P.E.1. -this time we
dig our own clams!). You know you're
important to me but you may not know
how fundamentally . You make my whole
being glow. You end so many of the
internal troubles and insecurities . You
fulfill me m ways no mere coed could .
These fools who chase heaven in a
stranger's bed can ·1 understand-ours was
a long process and had its shakey
moments, but now I know how far we are
up the mountain. And the view wouldn:t
be nearly so superlative without you .
Thanks for putting up with 2 more years of
Durha m and the kids for me. Thanks for
you . with whom all thing once possible
are now coming true .

Live on the beach and commute-2
bedroom unfurnished apartment within
walking distance to the center of Long
Sands Beach in York Beach, Maine. No
pets . Lease required . $325 / month
includes heat & all utilities. 1 / 2 house
commute to Durham . R.M . Hayward
Agency 207-363 -4141 ' 4 / 9
LUXURY! 2 bedroom apt. for 2 people.
Durham - Newmarket town line. 6 mil es
from UNH on Kari-Van route . Nice
location near river and woods, no pets .
$300/ month plus utilities. Call Richard,
742 -3606. Days, 868-5437 eves . Leave
message .

Servas and Repmn

I~

Resumes-Professional and Confidential.
749-3852 after 6 :00 p.m.
Lost -a men 's silver Seiko watch . Lost
Friday night January 29. A twenty dollar
reward will be offered for the finder .
Contact T_ed. 2 - 1130.
SURGEON TOPS Instead of T-shirts for
your dorm, frat. sorority or club! $5.95
each . Minimum order 15 shirts . Call Dan
after 11 p.m . 868 - 1567 or write Dan
Baker 34 Main_St . Durham . N.H.!2 / 26
TT-Either watch out for f4th Street or be
sure your'e not allergic to pencillin . See
you soon! Iota Sigma 110
"Damn are we good. And we can right
too. " -W & B
Audi- Happy Valentine's Day- Love. L
If you have received mail from a company .
called Telephone-Video Enterprises. Inc.
please contact Martha at 2-1920 (leave a
message and I'll get back to you) .

T o all yo u I lo l.c:cl Do t7 \.,Cl h v 1, 11ut~ . . . l 1avt::

you had enough? Come dance for your·
favorite soc ial disease at the V.D.
Dancethon at 25 Ham St. m Dover, N.H.
Come celebrate Valentines Day with the
Hamsters and boogie till dawn . !-Crash
Shake a leg, shake your bod, shake
anything you want at the 2nd annual V.D .
Dancethon at 25 Ham St . Dover . No
pledges required, just bring your own
brews ki es and dancing shoes .
Valent ine' s Day will never.be the same!The Hamsters -Win your own choice of
social disea se!

Resumes-Professional and Confidential.
749-3852 after 6 00 pm .
Tuto r ava ilable for French and all Critical
Writing (papers. them es, etc .) €all Linda
after 6 :00 p .m . 749-3732 .

,...___Lo_s_t_a_n_d_F_ound
___]

Greeks' Do you know where you can get
your Greek letters monogrammed in just
about any color on just about any shirt.
sweater , jacket, or whatever? At STUART
SHAINES. of course! Choose from · our
fme lme of jackets. sweaters . pullovers.
rugby shirts, and sweats or bring in that
favorite shirt or whatever! It only takes
one week . Stuart Shaines, Main Street .
Durham, of course .

Marie My Love. here 's the personal
promised by Guy. Thanks for the ballons
and w e will ce lebrate soon . Guy 209
P.S. My memoboard is not clean .

Large room for rent wrth optional side
ro om . All utilities included with private
entrance . Only 10 minutes to UNH .
Smoker OK . all 868 - 1000 anytime 2 / 16

I

Dear Jill. Will you be my valentine
sweetheart? Love, S.D.Y.

[g]

SKI FREE!!!! Well . not really, but a whole
ski trip, including ticket. costs only $20.
Bus leaves Quad at 6:30 a.m . on Sat . Feb.
20, and returns by 7 p.m . Sign up at
Devine Desk. Open to Area II residents .
Spnsored by Area II prog. board .
Bus to Boston -- only $2!!!! Trip on Feb. 27 .
Pay in advance at Devine Desk . Bus .
leaves at 9 a,m .-returns at 8 p.m . Open to
Area II. sponsored by Areall prog. board .

Mary . I am still completely out of it, and
very disorganized. A1-id I still love you very ·
much . Happy Valentines Day. Joe F.

Lost -one green LL. Bean Anorak from the
computer cluster m Morrill. Plea se if
found call Chris at 742-1863 .

Any questions, see the vice-chairman of
the Area II prog . board .
Ed- I lust for your body. You make the
wonder of my love run down my limbs.
Please. please by my valentine . - Wanda.

Frank!

Joan . Here's that personal that you 've
been waiting for. Isn 't it exciting? I
Lost-a men 's silver Seiko watch . Lost
Friday night . January 29 . A twenty dollar thought so! Well. till we meet again,
reward will be offered for the finder. - Adios -From . .Cindy 's boyfriend 's friend .
Contact Ted at 2-1130.
Dear Jenny, Judy and Brad. Thanks so
much for the B-Day, dance -a-than
personals and for coming to the big event.
They really psyched me up. Happy
_____P_er_so_n_a,_s_---J]
Valentines Day! Luv ya . Michele, P.S. Jen,
the timing of the cake was perfect I was
so surprised and wiped out. Wish I had a
lla\L' a \"n~ llapp~ \" . D . 11 ! !! picture of me with the knife!

l'8 f

Today is an aniversary of sorts!!! But 1·11
tell you Cin , sometimes a certain seven
DAYS seems longer than four months!
Happy Valentine 's Day, love G.
our knight in the shining Buick;
without your daring commando raid on
the Greyhound bus we 'd just be 4 Mitts in
distress! Thanks for getting our weekend
off to a screeching start! Happy
Valentines Day. Love. the Gang of 4.

To

"THE
HOLISTIC ·1 WELLNESS
REVOLUTION "
SPEAKER
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Rae--this one's for
Valentine 's Day. BD

you .

CLASSIFIED

Todd and Marion are going to Greek Night
of Sin tonight, are you? 7 :30 MUB. Winter
Carnival Dance 10-12:30.

Happy

To G.K.G . of Devine. Sunday eve, I got a
feeling I had worn-out my welcome . I am
sorry if it is true . You shall never wear
your welcome out . I have always adored
you since we met. J.E.A.

Marion-I'm sorry about the past. Be my
valentine!!! I love you , really . (I think).Todd
Buzz off, worm face.-Marion .
.Ah, come' on you losers, stop fighting
during this festive season.-Betsey.
I wouldn't mind fighting with you Betsey!!
(tee-hee)-B.J.
You 're a fag , B.J .- Your mother.

WANT TO GET HOT?! Head for the sun
and fun with us. We have the best deals
for you to BERMUDA $299. FLORIDA
$169 (drive down), $367 (fly down) and
BAHAMAS $429. These trips include
round trip airfare 7 nights 8 days
accomodations. taxi to and from airport,
college week activities (parties) all taxes
and gratuities included, and more. NO
HIDDEN CHARGES. Call us now! 8681478. (You have until March 1st)

Want to hurt someone's feelings? Just
ask Colin Smith for a few tips. Anyway
Colin, what was buggin you for 48 hours?
Sororities and Fraternites . Quality
monogramming of Greek symbols is
available at one place in Durham . Yes,
Stuart Shaines has a full line of jackets.
sweaters. pullovers, rugby shirts and
sweats waiting to be monogrammed.
(Bring in that favorite shirt or sweater,
too!) It only takes one week. Where?
Stuart Shaines, Downtown Durham, of
course.

Happy Valentines Day Anne Marie Foy!
Have fun but stay out of trouble. Love.
someone who's known you for 21 years .

L.M .Z. Although I'm far away, with
connections I haven 't lost my way,
coming soon is Valentines Day, and I have
something to say, I know that soon will
come a day, Vl,'.hen to see me you'll be on
your way, together forever our hearts will
stay, there may be obstacles in our way,
but remember my love for you grows
everyday : P.C.A.
·

Hi Jeni Jean Mosca from Berlin, N.H. who
loves men with big shnozes and Cheryl
Lyn Henderson from Saugus Mass. who's
waiting for strike three .-Bet winner

Chow -I just wanted to wish you a HAPPY
VALENTINES DAY! Have a nice time at
home with your H.T.H .- I really will miss
you .

To Greg, my secret valentine. Love and
kisses , Lance .

Dear Cathy, I hope you have a very Happy
Valentines Day, I wish I could be with you .
I miss you . Love, Doug.

Dear Jim : Did you see the redecorating
we did in your office last night 7 Hope you
l1~e ,t. Brendan and Greg .

MIKE MEEK-I see you every day in
Animals, Foods and Md11 . I rust for your
body. Let's meet on Friday during happy
hour at Scorp's. Be there and be my
Valentine . Love Your Secret Adm irer.
WHEN YOU NEED IT BAD-WE GOT IT
GOOD! Get away from it all over March
break . BERMUDA si 99 , BAHAMAS
$429. FT. LAUDERDALE $ 367 .(fly), $ l 6 9

Paul G .. Yes. you whom I thought looked
AWESOME in shorts last semester. (I'm
wondering if you still do) Have a very
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY! P.S. You also

Read Personals in The New Hampshire.
And buy them too!!!Only $1 in Room 108
of the MUB . Ask for Jim .
Brendan you loser
Debbie-Have a happy Valentine's .
Looking forward to this weekend . The
past month has been great. Love Dennis. _,,.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY LARRY McGRATHII
!!!!!!!!
..
WE LOVE YOU LARRY McGRATH!!!!!
Press Club meets tonight at 4 p.m .

To the cute guy with the curly hai·r who
works for SCOPE . I see you in the MUB
eating lunch . I try to catch a big brown eye
but you are immune to my stares . I really
want to get to kn.9w you and your body.
Please try to look up from y0ur sandwich
more often . I can 't be much more blatant
with my stares.
DIMB0-I think that you are the BEST.
Congratulations you ' re going to
Founder's Day. Love roommate number 5.
G.C. !!!!!This is going to be a great
Valentine 's .. .cause I have " You " toshare
it with ... thanks for all the good times
we 've shared together .. . I'm waiting
patiently for many more LUV. .. M .S.--Oh
yes ... to Devine lst. .. your a super
floor ... keep it up .. and thanks for your
friendship .. me!1
To the cop and robber from Phi-Psi -URI :
They don 't believe me when I tell them
some of the MILDER .stories ... You 'II have
your chance to prove them tonight . Just
don 't moon any ocifers . •· E
Dear Bean: " Always & Forever ". I love
you . Chris
SLK -Congratulations! One whole month,
let's try for two. How about earning a
million. a nickel at a time? Get yours at
UConn. Sunday night we can get ours.
Love. your Buddy .
Attention all Beech pledge -ettes : There
will be a meeting on Feb. 15, to discuss
plans for the massive man attack. Got the
Ben-Gay for hand cramps? Beware all you
unattached males-should you call an
escort? Especially you, Kat ie! Signed R.U.
Ready and Hope For more .
Best of luck Saturday to the UNH Men 's
Basketball Team . You guys outclass all
the rest and we 're darn proud of you . Let's
show BU how basketball is really played!
Make them wish they had never set foot in
Lundholm Gym ! GO FOR IT!!- The UNH
Pep Band
Jenn ifer Happy Valent ines Day from the
Big Guy. I'm glad the war 1s over. w ith lots
of love!! Number 1C
Come share a relaxing evening filled w ith
songs and good times at St. Thomas More
Core Group's Friday , Feb . 12. Bring your
musical instrument and stories to share.
Any questions. come by Catholic Student
Center.
FRANK!!

Want to get lucky? Come to Greek Night of
Sin tonight and try your hand at the
Casino Tonight , 7:30 in the MUB . All
proceeds donated to N.H. Special
Olympics.
To my Dear Friction-Less, I'm glad things
are almost back to normal. I really hate it
when things aren 't going right between
us. Let's love. laugh c>nd only remember
the good times . That 's what counts. Good
luck in holding up your side of the bet . I'm
going to make it difficult! I love you! Love,
always, Me .
Bozo, just thought I'd thank you for
making the last year and a hall very
special. I love you. Here's to many more
doggy -do mornings together . Happy
Anniversary from your very own killer.
Frank!
To Princess Ariel , well it has been over
three weeks now and they sure have been
great. If you see Wilma or Hugh around,
tell them I say hi . And tell Uhelah to put
that horse on a diet . Love Thunder .
~A TTI FROM BARNSEAD : I'd like to meet
you . Please reconsider me and call 8622431 Weekdays or 659-3227 weekends .
Happy Valentines Day-Tim, your
Philbrook Admirer.
Maureen-well, here 's your first personal!
Thanks for being a really special friend to
me over the months. Everything I wrote in
that letter still holds. You're the best and
I'll never forget you ./ln My life ... " there is
no one compares with you .··; See ya! -Jeff
To the greatest sweetheart TOM
McCOURT -Thanks for being there,
otherwise you know I would be lost!
Hoping this Valentines Day is SPECIAL for
you. One last warning-wax those skiis!!
And please don 't ever lose that aXcent!
Love. Splash
-Robin Peters has no clues-Ha ha ha -UC·

ho,•c
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seen in a long time!--are you humiliated
vet?
Betty, Happy Birthday, Love, Buffy.
. Betsy--We're oh so sorry for upsetting
you with the news about Todd and Marion
spending their free -time at STVN . And
we 're sure you do know how strong Todd
is- -but does Marion know that you know?
Maybe we 'll investigate for the Student
Television Network News--Thursday at
12 noon in the Sea Coast Lounge, MUB.

(drive) - includes roundtrip airfare, all
taxes. service charges, etc .. .8 days, 7
nights accomodations, taxi transportation
to and from airport to accomodations .
College week activities, discount
coupons, sports bag, t -shirt, etc .. . NO
Deb G.-well, someone's having a birthday
HIDDEN CHARGES. Also, you have until
tomorrow! I hope the day is awesome!
March 1st to pay in full, just put down a
Let 's never forget cute policemen ,
$25.00 deposit. CALL US SOON. 868celebrating C & D this summer, Bloody
14 78.
Mary 's, falling on ice, and everything else .
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - °' Thanks for being a great friend and
MIKE MEEK. Mike Meek, everyone's
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!! MNS
Valentine Mike Meek!
Dionisios! Deep down inside I know
Happy belated birthday to my cute and
you've always wanted a personal. But not
wonderful friends KAJ and JLH . If the
me baby, I'm to precious, -· ! Let's pulsate,
paper nukes this one, they 're in for a . pulste-don 't terminate. Stretch it to the
sweet surprise. Love, CAS
limit . Love and a chocolate chip cookie.
Todd, Marion, and Diane
Tickets for sale : The Police in concert .
April 12th, Boston Garden. Call Mike at
Sue c . Happy Valentines Day (our second
868-7226 or Pete at 659-2443.
of many) and a belated Happy 21st . Thank
The Franklin Ballroom presents
you for your friendship and
showcase movies. Neighbors with John
understanding A .L.T.S-. Love, Peter,
Belushi. Feb. 14-17: Arthur with Dudley
XOXO
Moore Feb. 21st -24th : Raiders of the Lost
Ridd le-What has enough endurance to
Ark on Feb. 28th-March 3rd. Admission
handle a dance marathon, wears a black
$2 .00
vest, white pants and shoes . Was seen
J .R. , You can have Meg, one helicopter,
dancing with a tall male with glasses?
Besides being the loveliest female my
one autographed copy of MEIN KAMPF,
one slightly used burlap bag from LULU ,
eyes have yet to encounter. Don 't make
and Arty. All I want are the guns, three of
me play detective, you know who you are.
Meg 's fingers, an autographed rolling pin
Waiting spell bound .
from LULU 's of Long Island and of course
WANTED and NEEDED BADLY, the
your big sister. Is it a deal? -super Hebe "
female whose smile radiates a warmth
YOO HOO JH -my favorite graduated
capable of melting the ice caps . Who has
senior . From Buds to Becks , K-Van to TC3 ,
such intriguing dark eyes they haunt me
Portsmouth to Waltham, .. Yeaaah, 1guess
now even after the Dance -a-Thon . Her
enchant ing beauty and bewtiching
it 's tough. be ing the big stud ... Vell ,
dahrl ink, hope I can pseudo DWI. Happy
glances turned me into a prince . It was
Valentines Day! Love. Margie
more than shyness that kept me silent.
Well 36 Young Drive, we 're in the double
Help me overcome the social complex by
joining me for dinner or a movie, before
dig its now. Only 99 days left! t.:et's enjoy it
while we can .
the spell wears off. Waiting spell bound .
Happy Valentine 's Day to everyone at 36
Young Drive and Michael, too! Lots of
Love, Karin
c .H.- Here·s to good ti mes with a good
. friend! Sharing a beer and kegs in the
morning, roast bear and reggae tunes.
crnss-country skiing and pancakes for
breakfast!!!! Happy Valentine 's Day!
Love-D .A.
Katzy and Ken . May a herd of wild fat
women, with sweaty folds and hairy
upper lips. dance around your room wh ile
defecating repeatedly on your disgusting
gas -filled sleeping bag, singing only
favorite songs from that non-sence group,
like Freeze Frame!!!! Shalom, you Putzes.
P.S. Michael Edward Kats. Aside from
being short, dumpy, womanless . and
above all Jewish. what other recognizable
merits do you possess?????????
To all my wonderful friends : Thanks for
making my birthday so happy. Yes. it was
full of many wonderful surprises . I'm
lucky to have such a great bunch of
friends . Thanks muchly! Love ya all-JLH
Be a Buddy! find out more about being a
big brother or big-sister. There will be an
informational meeting for all interested
on Wednesday / Feb. 17th at 7 :00 p.m . in
Hillsboro Room . Guest speaker will be
Bob Jolley. Sponsored by Dover Youth
Resources .
LARRY MCGRATH -Happy Birthday! I
don 't know where to bring your cake! Your
new & long awaited for Apt . or the N.H.or
the Frosh Camp office! Hey bro. Th.Jinks
for · a year's worth of Brotherly lefve &
advice_! As well as many moments of
. abuse & laughter-you 're a sweetie! Love
ya-Deb (and Lisa)
To the Comp. Sci. Guy (alias James Bond)Have you been to any playgrounds lately? I
bet if you practiced up on your sound
effects on W201 they 'd let you try them on
Community Auditions . (I hear there are
lots of " little girls" there!) I really wish
you'd learn to dance on your own two
feet-tarsals do shatter easily! By the way,
have you gotten rid of the growth on your
hand yet? It may be serious so consult a
" physician". I hear some have very
unique techniques (cough! cough!)··
Don 't be a stranger!!-Doctor M. (alias the
boring OT!) P.S. Happy Valentine's day!!)

Steph from LaJolla : If you like whiskey
sours and wasting away the hours, keep
begging . Dave from New Haven .
Cousin Brenda -Congratulations on the
position for next year . I'm sure you 'll do a
great job. Your Cousin across the Hall .
Abby-Your sweetness takes my breath
away . A goddess you are , with eyes as
dark and mysterious as night, and a smile ·
as bright as the sun. Happy Valentines
Day-Your Secret Admirer.
You 're the kind of boyfriend, I'd always
hoped to find, so very good at loving, so
giving. sweet and kind ...I'm the kind of
girlfriend who needs someone like you. to
share my happy moments and cheer me
when I'm blue. We 're the kind of couple,
who'll never drift apart, because our
friendship is the kind that always warms
the heart. I Love you Gary! Love, Heidi
Traditional Japanese Futons and
accessories by New Moon available at
bargain prices . Check and compare . Yoga
Mat $55 , twin $75. double $95, queen
$105, other sizes avai Iable. Pick up or
delivery ararnged . For more information
or to place an order . Call Third Wave,
Somersworth, N.H. 603-692-5254.
Kim-I love you de<!rly, my life since I met
you has been so much more special than I
ever thought it could possibly be .Love
always-D .O.G. (TSW)
Beth, I know you work _two nights a week
at Nie.k's, so what's your excuse for not
dancing with me on your night off? Jim
To my roornie : Happy ValentinesBirthday. Thankx for being there through
these years . I'll cherish all our memories.
You are the definition of a friend . Love,
your roomie. P.S. Don't forget to check"if
the stars are out tonight, I don 't care if it's
cloudy or bright."
To the gals of Devine 8th-Happy V.D . (I
hope we didn't pick it up last Friday) Be
prepared for all our flowers! Next Monday
night bitch session? I could use the
laughs! Also check out the girls for
D.N.A.'s! (and that's not damn nice ass).
Bummed Gertrude won't be in Florida
with ya unless she wins a trip! Sorry! 99
days and counting! Winter carnival
wildness this weekend! love Ya!
Gertrude! P.S. 1-still love you even though
I don't see you all much!
.

Peg : Happy Valentines Day! I'll miss you
this weekend. Scorpian Bowls are the
balls, I think? Dana
MITTYS-We must adMITT we love you
much! Your MITTENS always.
Karen, Despite the fact that it is a
ridiculous tradition, have the happiest of
Valentines Days . Love, your Buddy.
To the ladies of AXO and particularly our
dates-Thanl(s for a great time Friday
night. From what we remember, we had a
blast. The men of 41 A
To Mutty, Buffy, and Chip. Beware, oh
privileged elite, that while you are at Cat
Nip with Za and Bevs, the great Preppie
Rebellion has begun!
If you've ever made a film the UNH
Student Film Festival is designed for it.
This is your opportunity to show anything
you might have in the way of movies on
February 22nd, in Murkland 110 at 7:00;
a gathering of strictly student-made films
will be exhibited free for many tb view .
This is not a contest . Pick up an
application at the MUB Info. desk. STVN.
or call 742-0202 / or 742 - 8830 .
Application deadline Feb. 16
Ms . Jennifer Pokoski: Happy Birthday
Pokev! You asked for it vo11 oot itl I ovP
The Funk.
Thin Ice : Good luck tomorrow night Bill
and T.J .! 1 I'll be watching' Love ya both,
Sara P.S. I don 't think Tigger will ever
forget you. Bill!
Mary Beth B. I just got back from the
doctor and the tests are negative. No
communicable diseases, but those crabs
sure itch . Your toilet seat isn 't that dirty.
Let's do it again. You bring the butter this
time . Love , Creepy Crabs
Howard!! Get out of bed you lazy slob.
Quit complaining about your sore throat.
Don't worry, it's not V.D., it's only a
urethral infection, but you can 't get that
from a dirty toilet seat. Stop by real soon
but don't snore this time . Love H.H.1.I
Xeno 's first law of reasoning : if an
argument leads to an absurd conclusion,
than either your premises were incorrect,
or your argument isn't valid, or absurdity
is the correct conclusion .
Tired of boring Friday nights? Come to
Greek Night of Sin at the MUB . An
experience you'll never forget . Booths
and Casino open at 7 :30. The Winter
Carnival Dance starts at 10. Come
celebrate Winter Carnival with us!
Dear Wa-Wa-Sorry to hear about your
insomnia . Have you considered sleeping
pills? By the way, maybe sometime I will
. take you up on your offer to suck on my
toes. Yours swollenly, Kef. P.S . Thanks for
the brownies .
Dear Ed Heiner in Englehardt 203. Picture
this: One bottle of Rum, a half bottle of
coke and one inebriated person lying in a
snowbank . Where was your coat, Ed?
Carried in by the man in the white pants to
sit in the bat hroom for 3 hours . Ed, it
would have been better if you sat on the
floor and aimed for the toilet. not the way
you were! No wonder you missed! Two in
the shower is more fun when both are
conscious, Ed. After wash ing you (we
didn 't know hairgrewthere !)we had todo
five loads of laundry! Remember this : the
memory will live on ! Signed : A Sackett
House Soc ial Worker and a Friend . P.S.
She does remember .
Hey Snow White, our vis itor R.A ., Seeing
as how this weekend is themed "Looney
Tunes ", Let's get that dumb rabbit
painted . At least that way you 'II be around
for awhile . The Guys.
UQ Staff-Brent, Joy, Sharon L. . J im,
Louise. Gretchen, Sharon R.. Lesley,
Kristin , Larry, Pam, Martha, Heather and
Barry -- ! just wanted you all to know that I
feel very fortunate to be a part of such an
outstanding staff. Here's to another great
semester! " Feh," to ,all , and Happy
Valentines Day! Love. Kristi .
Third Floor Devine- - Happy Valentine 's
Day! This marks one year that most of us
have been together, and what a year it's
been! I just want to thank all of you for
making life on the third floor so Devine!
you are the best! Let's make this semester
one that we will always remember. Love.
Kristi.
Jen : Thanks for your thoughtful card and
good·scoops at Pistachios. You are a great
neighbor! Bang anytime! The Rowdies in
331 .

To the man in 316 Hubbrad who captured
my heart : happiest of Valentine 's Days.
Don 't forget our plans on Sun. One of your
"favorite" Valentines.
Bill. I wanted to get you a personal like
DAT because I don't have much money.
But I want you to know th?tt you are ·my
best friend in the whole world and no
matter who comes into my life you are
number one . FINE! Where's Jane? Huh?
Well. you know ... NO WAY!! Now don't
think I'm cheap, it's the thought that
counts, right? I love you always, Tracey .
. Hey pal. Here's to you and the three years
which we have shared. Remember playng
skin the bunny, strip monopoly and
warming our cheeks by the fire at Eagles
field . But most of all remember that 1·11
love you always. Happy Anniversary and
Happy Valentines Day. Your little BaBeano. C'est Moi. ·
WUNH-Thank you for making our lonely
afternoons a little less lonely. And we'd
like to make it clear that only the
Production staff doesn't tike your music•
the rest of us love you!! Signed-the two
Wednesday afternoon T.S . ·s.
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Hi JG! I think we've been travelling down
a bumpy road and have wound up at the
same intersection. Which way shall we
go? I don't know but let's make sure we
don't get into an accident. I hate these
intersecting (or is it unionizing?)
decisions. Time will tell. But, since we're
at the same stop, I want to wish you a
Happy Valentine's Day! Love, your new
raquetball friend.
Hitchcock 1st-The "tuck-in" idea was
great. We're definitely the best floor on
campus . Happy Valentines Day and
thanks again for being the Greatest Floor.
Love, Sharon. P.S . We're going to have a
blast with our play money!
Hey Buffoons, What a physical weekend!
We had TOO. much fun . (Sorry you didn't,
Devil-we noticed you crying a lot). The
Yurt was "the balls" even though it was a
little cold-even for a refrigerator
repairman and Farrah. Let's plan another
one real soon . Love ya , Squeaky and B.G.
P.S. We brought boxers, do you think it
will help us? P.P.S. Beware of kidnappers,
they're on the loose.
To all my friends who know the real me.
This was the easiest way to wish you ALL
a Happy V.D . !! That's Valentines Day, of
course) Love, Grasshopper Lips . P.S. May
cupid fly your way on this fine dav!
Happy Birthday!! M .C.M., you're 22!
Yikes! Getting old ... but not too old. Be
daring! Most important, be happy. Life
has just begun (It's not ending!) Happy
Valentines, Day too!!
Happy Valentines Day, Pam in Home Ee.,
many happy returns . Don't burn up the
fingers from MR - PB. Don't forget
Abacrombie and Finch Sunday. Love Ya.
Hey cutie-Happy, happy Valentines Day!
'Today is going to be the best day of the
year because Joan said so. With a little
time, patience and confidence, I think we
can make ends meet! Guess what?! Yes.
even through times like this.
Steve S. in Lord, why don't you leave--go
away--l ike off this planet . No one likes
you!!! You smell like a cesspool, you're a
sleaze and a loser . Do us a favor and leave
UNH . Everyone who knows you (including
your mother) hates your GUTS!!
Jim Mitchell, we're sorry we didn't put
you in the personal. Next undercover
investigation we promise to bring you in .
Woodsick and Bernstrom .
WW-Land Lin the afternoon. Why not try
it? Don't forget the black light. Love, me.
Will I forever be making cookies?????? ·,
I hope not ... T. where are you when I need
it .... .. !! !!
Hey WRW. Let 's spend some time
together . TZ . Happy Val. Day .
To the man that enters my room quite
frequently- Keep it up ! Love, Wild Thing .\
To Prof. Sm it h- Cl ass was Boring! Too
mu ch pent - up aggression with no
rel ea se.

NEWS!!!
for students ...
about students
.. .by students!
The New Hamphsire

EARU BIRD SPECIAL .
Fuji GTSE Reg . $285 Special S249
Windsor AM3 Reg . $335 Special S259
Stop By And Test Ride Any Bike
Free Specs On Any Bike

Durham Bike ·
Jenkins Ct., Durham
Mon. - Thurs. Noon to 5
Fri. & Sat. 10-2

Summer Employment
Camp Young Judaca, Amherst,
N .H.
( Ri:,ich:nt . Co-i:<l . I hour from Ho~ton) i~
in ni:i:d of lkpartm~·nt l>ircc:tor~ and
/\cti, ity Spcciali~h for thi~ ~ummcr in:
/\thktic:~. (iymna~tic~, Swim ln~truc:tion
( WSI ). Watcr~kiing. Sailing. /\rt~ &
Craft~. Campnah. brndi I>anc:e.
Drama. hradi Folk Song. Riflen·.
·1rnni\. Photography. Offic:e Pcr~onn~I
and !\1H~l'~ (R . I\ . ). Excellent Salaries
and lringl· hi:ndit~. f>lca~e contac:·1 Dr.
Charin H. Rotrirnn. l>irl'C:tor. XI
King~hury St.. Wclblcy. MA 021XI.
t,f7-:!.l7-IJ4HI .
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---------DeVOLDER------~-DeYolder has learned to motivate
himself from within.
"He's become a catalyst with
himself." s1tid Boulanger. "last
year. at the New England
Championships. he started to
make important decisions on his
own . Following two poor jumps in
th e semi's he said. 'something\
wro ng.' but he wasn't sure what at
fir!'> t. I told him it was his plant. I
said . ' Be more-aggressive with it.'
bu t all he did was change his
shoes ."
De Voider had been j umping in a
nc" pair of spikes with an extra
4 uartc r inch of padding on the heel
that he wasn't m ed to. He sped
d ow n the run wav on his final
ju mp. cleared 22 k ~t -11 inches and
!.!Ot to the finals .
~ "He madea c ha ng.ci naware ness

on his own.'' said Boulanger. "I
couldn't feel what he felt. and
despite the fact that he was very
nen ous. he madG the right
decision. It was a big step for him.·~
"Long jumping is mostly in the
head." DeYolder said. "it's
definitely the hardest part."
Hut he\ learned to deal with the
ph y!->ical stress of the sport. "It\
toughest on the feet and lower
legs." he admits. "I usually blow
out three or four pairs of shoes a
vcar (hi!-> left foot has now flattened
to the point of being a full si1e
larger than his right. a temporary
phenomenon that will normali1e
once the season is over). and shoes
aren't cheap these days .
"Asprin and heat can always get
my legs read y.'' said DeYoldcr.
"but I know hours before a meet

( continued from page 23)
whether I'll be on or off mentally."
Manv times. with the distractions
of school and the frat he's "hot or
cold."
According to Boulanger. the
latter has' hecome the exception.
"Since high school, he's
improYcd four feet in the long
jump and his l<>O and 60 yard times
haYe dropped to 10.1 and 6.4
seconds. Those times arc good , but
not exceptional. He's had to work
hardest on technique." Boulanger
said.
Greg is already ahead of last
year\ progress." added Copeland
( De Voider has onlv- lost three
regular season meets in the past
two indoor seasons and it\ a good
sign he\ coming. He's only three
inches from 4ualifying for the
IC4A 's and he's real close to . the

---~-KI NZLY·--- --- limita tiom . Sco ring 1000 po ints in
collc:!!c is an un rcal1st1c l!Oal for .
me. :-.o I concen trate on being the
playma ker."
·1 he years of practice. weight
room-.,. road t rip, a nd team
meetings take their toll on players.
hut Kin 1ly !"eel!'> as thoug h he has
hcnditted from it all.
"It \I. ould be impossib le: for me
to li,t a H the rewards l\e !.!Otten
from thi !->." he sa\'!'> . "l\c n·c~i,·ed a
great education : made frie ndships
\\ ith t e am mate,. h ad an
opportun ity to pla) D, , i~ion I
collc:gc haskcthall. and I got the
. chance to tra, cl all O\cr the coutr\'.
·1hc~c a rc expe rience~ I \-\'o uld~"t
ha, e had without basket bal l. I just
can't ,a) enough about l ' '.'\ H_·..
.'\n<l th e lJ ' H coache ca n't say
·
enough about Rand) Kin1 ly.
.. He\ li ke a coach on the fl oor.''
coach Ho b He rr) ~aid. ··H e\ a

school record.
Boo Morcorm set the mark back
in 1942. It has been Morcom\
mark. which he set prior to
competing in the 1948 Olympics.
that has been Greg's biggest focal
point.
"We've talked a lot about it,"
said Boulanger. "he knows that 23
feet 5 ½ inches is very possible (at
lJConn. earlier this season.
DcYolder leaped nearly 24 feet.
but fouled by a hair.) . It would
certainly be an honorable
achicvmcnt. I'd love to sec it go this
·
winter."
After graduation. Greg plans to
join his parents who live in Myrtle
Beach. S.C. "I lo,·e swimming and
sailing in the warm climate.'' he
says, "last summer I stayed up here
and worked at a yacht club in

Kittery, but I didn't play as much
golf as I would have liked to."
DeYoldcr said he's interested in
going into sales, marketing. and
ad,-crtising.
''I'd like to sell technical
hardware. until I'm forty or so. and
then maybe I'll teach or coach. and
learn to play an instrument." he
said.
Hut right now. he\ got more
pressing matters to attend to . ··tn
March my position as President of
the house will be ending," he ·said.
"and by then.I hope to be on my
way to the IC4A 's (thi!-> year it falls
on his birthda y), but above all. it's
the record he wants the most. It's
been around so long . I guess
everyone would like to leave here
with. something."
No doubt h·e will.

- --------------· ------·--

( continued from page 24)
said Kin1ly . "I love racquetball.
man-made player. If they knew
him. c, crv rarent \\-ould want their · ·rm l!Cttin~ nretty J,!OOd at it. too
I'd like to become the manager ofa ~on to he a Randy Kin1ly."
rac4ucthall club because I'm into
Coa ch Friel said. "Randv is
sales and I'vc always enjoyed being
totally dedicated to the game . tic's
around people. I'd like to be an
a winner. He has great leadership
a~sistant basketball coach, too."
4ualitics . He undcr!'>tand!-> \\-hat
both the coaches and the players
"I can't wait until Saturday\
go through. Randy represent!'>
game." he said. "It'll be our last
what intercollegiate athletic!'> is all
home !.!amc for the !'>Cniors on the
about. I\·c often told my wife that
team . 7111d \\c'rc going to go out
if our two sons grow up like Randy
afte r the l!amc to celebrate . I know
Ki111l). I couldn't be prouder."
we'll all ;till be great friends years
Kin1l\' has hcen succe!-.sful at
from now ."
U'.\H because he\ worked ,en·
How docs Ki111lv want to be
hard to become. a success . He\
remembered at UN H'?
earned the respect of his friend!-> .
teammate!-. and coaches. With onlv
"I \\ant to he thought of as the·
fi,c games left in his college carcc-r
type of person who got the most
( unlcs!-> they ma kc the pla yoffs) it's
out or my potential. I played
time to put the future in
\.\ithin myself and I'm happy with
pcrspccl i, c.
ho\\ I',c played here . I wanted to
";\ ~ soon a~ the season is over.
contribute to l ' ' H basketball and
I'm going !'>traight to racquetball."
hopdull y l\·c done that."

ICEMEN

,,ere rust) a nd kind of
lack..,ad aisical. Ps)chologically \.\,C
\\ crcn 't prepared . at the end of the
Iir-.,t per iod (aga inst Brown) \\ hen
it \\a, 1-0. we kn c,, ,, c had to turn
the 1w mc around. "
·1he ·cats 1110\ cd full lorcc into
the third period scoring bac k to
hac k goals against Hro,, n goalie
Pa ul McCarth\'. a ne \.\ Brown
l!Oa li c in the third per iod .
~ Mc Carthy \.\a~ helpless against
the 'Cats in the beginn ing of the
peri od as l.acomhc ~cored _ipst
()():JI seconds into the thi rd period .
Brickley came back 11 seconds
later to score anothe r.
Fo r the remaind e r of the third
pe ri od. the 'Cats rccci,cd two
l!oal!-> from center Scott Ellison .
~ The Bruins !->Cored thei r first and

(continued from page 24)
onl\'!!oalofthcl!ameatthe8:15
mai·k~or the thirl period .
Other Wildcat players to score
towards the end of the third were
Danny 1-orget. Stc,e Lyons . and
Potter. each scoring a goal a piece.
·1 he game prmcd to he one in
\.\ hich sc,-cral Wildcat players took
ad,antagc of scoring against
Hro,,n and gaining confidence in
their pa!->sing. One such pla\'cr was
Ellison who scored his first two
career !!<Htls or the season in the
hcginni~1g of the third period .
"It felt great to finally score, it
had been a · long time since I had."
said Ellison . "E\l:ryhody played
\\ell. All four lines \\CIT hustling.
With a game like this. it gi,~s
c, crbodY more confidence."
- The Wildcats face oil against the

Boston University Terriers at 7:00
P. M. tomorrow night at Snively.

·1he Terriers !->hould pro\'C to be
toughest
o nc of the 'Ca h
challenges of the !'>Cason. rccntly
\\ inning the Hean pot Tournament.
Al l is 5-8 in the ECAC East
stand incs.
"Our~ past couple of games
ha, en "t hccn much competition
especially our game with
Bowdoin." said Brickle,· "but HU
is a power house . They-arc a ,cry
good team and arc going to make a
run for it."
The Wildcat!'> arc currcnth· 11-5.
in the ECAC East and arc t1cd for
first place with Boston College .
The ·Cats arc also tied for third
place m ·crall 111 the EC/\C
standings.

----WR ESTLI NGr--- His most recent wm was a
second period pin o,-cr Ciary
Rahino, it1 of Plymouth on
1-chru.in· 9. "'hich lifted the ·cats'
to a 26-24 ,·icton·. h.:rullo went 1-1
in the Fehruar, 6 tri-mcet with
Potsdam and Springfield College.
"He has got a uni4uc style."
explained t :r4uhart . '·He\ a
hn l\\lcr. He 'll diH: throu!!h \"Clllr
legs and come up and re,c~·sc.you.
He'll do somersaults and c,cn di,c
at nn1r ankles from ten feet .rna\'."
i.ikc K mt Massey. J-c rullo· i~
a lso a · transfer from lkr!.!cn
Community Colle!.!c in '.\cw
.lcrsc\'. /\t ·Bcrl!cn. ~-crullo was a
rcgio;rnl runnc,:-_up before entering

( continued from page 24)
l 1'.\ H.
.. Kurt helped me out a lot as \\ell
as the other guys and Coach
l lr·4uhart." said the :\cw Jersey
nati,c . ··1 think I \\as \\ell prepared
to make the !->Witch. I work out\\ ith
hcmicr guys in practice !'>O that
prepares me for the meets ."
With just t,,o meets left before
the :\~\\ - En!!lands. the 6-5
Wildcats ,,clco;nc Ferullo to the
118 lh. cla!->s. l l rquhart feels his
team will he in good shape prior to
the :\cw En!.!lands on Fcbruan· 27
and 28 if tl{c Wildcats can !!Cl h,·
Hoston l ' ni,crsit\' on hhru;1n· j7
and Maine on thL:20th. Hoth n1cct~
arc at home:

Men's basketball
Tomorrow's men\ haskethall camcacainst Hoston l ini,l'rsit\· will
tic thl· I.1st home ganK· for seniors..Jack Burns. Dana Ch.ipman. ("hri,
(iildea. \ltike Keeler and Rand,· Kin,h·.
Th'-" 1:onkn:nn· !.!,11ne starts ·ut 2:0(). not J:00 as writtl'll in the
h,1skethall sl·hl'duk~.

"We can nrnkc up for losing to
l 1 Mass. Central Connecticut and
Springfield he heating Al l because
thc,·'rc ranked ahO\c ,di the other
tea ins \\C lost to." said Ur4uhart.
··tr \\c could knock them oil. we'll
he sk\' hiuh t.:oiIH! into the ;\cw
~
Errnla.nds_~. ~
\\' hcthcr l ':\H can O\l'rcomc
Al ' is not kno,, n. But the Wildcats
knm, they \\ill not he behind 6-0
before the meet start~.
Fcrullo\prc~cnccat 118 lhs . will
prc,cnt that.
--1\·c !.!Ot t\\o ,,eeks left to rcall\·
put out.\Vc can do itasa tcaman<l
to \\in ,,ould mean so much to
me ." l-"n1tl ln ,;1id .

The Wildcats have raise their sticks alot lately, scoring 24 goals in
their last three games. They host Boston University tomorrow night
at 7 p.m. UNH is 8-1 at home. (Henri Barber photo)

--BASKE TBALL-(continued from page 23)

compet1t1\'e. down-t<)-thc-wire
matches the Cats have had .
"We couldn't ha,c played
W<H!-.1.;.." !'>aid De Marco. "It was an
awful e,-cning of basketball. If
anything could go wrong for us. it
did. and P.C. was playing a ,-cry
good game. They did a nice job at
c,-crything they did."
The Wildcats could point to
other problems. such as the lack of
player l.inda 1\cil!-.011. who hopes
to ha\l' her cast oil her sprained
ankle toda\'. J'\cilson wants to sec
some actio;1 in this weekends road
games.
l\o cxcu~cs were ncccssar\'. and
none \\ct-c !.!i,cn. ··we were· ne,er
rcalh· 111 ~ the l!amc. ·· added
..
DcMan:o.
"hcrything \\as falling for them
and nothing wa1, falling for us."
commented lorward Kell\'
Butterfield. "And e\-cr\' time w~
started coming hack and pulling it
tol!cthcr. thc\'·d come runnin!.!
dl;Wn the cottrt and hoop sorn~
wild shot and pull our spirits down

SPORTS SHORTS

again. We just w~rcn't mentally
prepared."
Despite the disappointing
blows. the team i~ ,cry ·optimistic
about the rest of the season.
··we can ~top playing like this."
staled Butterfield. "Thi!-> l!,tn1e
made us sick and after that.\\~ just
want to go out and annihilate
c,cn·ood\" this weekend."
l li\'H i~-; preparing for back-toback road games this weekend .
They meet West Point Saturday
a n d go o n to Fa i r f i c Id·.
Connecticut for a Valentine\ Da,·
game Sunday.
/\s far as their plans go for the
remainder of the season. the Cats
aren't countin!.! thcm!->cln·~ out of
am·thinl! \"Ct. ~
;.Wc\..._c. got a lot going for us
when we put our talent together."
said Butterfield. "Wc\e !.!Ot the
chcmistn· to real I\' excel. /\;,d if we
win the ·re!'>t of the !.!amc~. as \\c
should, I can't belie,~ that anyone
is going to count us out of the payoils \\ ith a 17-5 record." .

Correction

717<' .\"('u· /lampshir<' incorrectly reported this \H'ck that the l ' :\ H
woml'n·s swim team tkfcated Maine X4-55 on h:hrm,n· 5. Thl'
ouH:omc of the lllt:l·t \\as rn1:rsl·d. Maine hl'at l 1: \ H hy the same
s<.:ore.
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Greg De Voider: conCen'trate, run, and jump
By Tim Dean
He is so deep in thought he is
oblivious to them, kneeling so
close to the pack of runners that
the breeze generated from their
passing bodies ruffles his top. Still,
he lets them race by unnoticed, his
face a clam. masking deep
concentration.
Suddenly, before the milers can
make another round, he is up and ·
sprinting down the run way in
quick. powerful strides. In a matter
of seconds his left foot strikes the
take off board with a loud crack.
sending his tall, lean figure airborn.
In a thrashing of arms and legs
(or what is more commonly
referred to as the hitch-kick in the
world of track and field) he propels
himself up and away still further, .
suspended momentarily from the
force of his run.
Finally, he lands. feet first,
squatted in the soft, damp saw dust
of the long jumper's pit. It is Greg
De Voider's fourth jump of the day,
his first in the finals, and with it he
will win the meet. When he has
finished. all six will have bettered
22 feet. a showing his personal
coach, Jim Boulanger, will later
refer to as, "One of his best meet
performances ever."
DeVolder, a member of the
UN H winter track team, is up
quickly, brushing the saw dust
from his shorts and watching as his
progress is tape measured, "22 feet7 ¾ inches,"yellsan official, "Nice
jump," calls Boulanger. DeVolder
nods his head and looks at
Boulanger, allowing himself for
the moment to acknowledge the
compliment.
But as he begins to pull his sweat
bottoms back on, he looks up
startled to see the milers, as they
rip into their final lap.
He's been thinking about other
things--about his technique,
visualizing the jump he has just
taken, breaking down his
approach, take-off, flight, and
landing with the same step by step

Greg DeVol~er
precision as the videotape machine
he regularly watches in practice.
The scene has been burned into
his head and now the mental
rehearsal needed for the next jump
will begin, step-by-step. He knows
exactly what he has to do.
But it hasn't always been this
way.
At Salem High School
DeVolder showed promise in a
wide range of athletic events (he
long jumped 19 feet, 6 inches, high
jumped 6 feet, 2 inches, was third
in the state in high hurdles and ran
10.4 seconds for 100 yards). He
also excelled academically.
Oyster River High School
teacher and coach Boulanger
believes Greg's versatility in high
school may have hindered more
than helped his initial progress in
.

--

gradually. my legs got better. I was
· able for the first time to work out
. regularly."
"He went through a 180 degree
turn around," added Copeland, .. I
think the change in his academic
schedule was the best thing he ever
did. We sat down and worked out
some goals and decided to
concentrate on the long jump and
60 yard dash. He's worked very ·
-hard since and the results have
started to come.
Last year he was our fourth
highest scorer. He placed high in
New England's and did a super job
at the IC4A's (DeVolder placed
12th among 26 of the best long
jumpers in the eastern U.S. with 22
feet-I I ¾ inches) and he's become
one of our best sprinters."
"Maturity has definitely helped
Greg set his priorities straight as a
good student and athlete," said
Boulanger, "he knows now what
he really wants, he's made a
commitment to excellence."
Things haven't gotten any easier
for DeVolder since he became
president of Kappa · Sigma last
March. The responsibilities of
running a ·frat seem more hectic
than ever, but he remains softsurges ahead on a long jump. (Tim Skeer photo)
spoken and likeable.
"The pipes froze in the house on
track. but after two semesters in
college track.
Engineering, I began to wonder if the first day of classes," he said. "I
"He came in with no particular
spent all day trying to find
all the time it took away from other
goals and wasn't used to working
someone to fix them, so I missed
things was worth it to me."
out regularly," said Boulanger,
practice. But I enjoy the frat a lot..
He decided to stay with
"yet he wanted to do everything.
I've met a lot of people and I'm
Engineering another year and by
He'd been good at a lot of different
glad now that I did it.
that time, a bout with shin splints
events and really never learned
As a senior a-nd honor student
was diagnosed by a doctor to have
how to focus on any goals and
with a 20 credit course load this
formed into a stress fracture. Then,
commitments."
semester studies have also
to make matters worse, he pulled
UN H Head Track Coach John
demanded a good deal of his time.
his right hamstring severly.
Copeland tends to agree.
"Lately, I've been going up to
"I couldn't work out at all. It was
"Greg was irregular in his
difficult. The injuries really . the field house every morning at
practicingduringhisfirstyearand
8:00 to practice, so I can study in
frustrated me and I contemplated
a half here and his performances
the library in the afternoon," he
quitting altogether," he said .
suffered as a result. We knew he
said.
Then, at the beginning of his
was a great prospect, but he lacked
junior year, he switched his major · He has to, his legs require a
the initiative to work consistently
minimum of 45 minutes stretching
to Business Administration and
hard," Copeland said.
exercises per day. Along with those
things began to look up.
"I decided to come to UNH
"I stayed here and went to
few others who stand out in UN H's
because I liked the schooi." said
non-schola!_!i_~ip track program,
school that summer to catch up
DcVoldcr, "and I was used ·io
competing h~e on the i(!door ..,-- with credits." said De Voider, "and
DeVOLDER, page 22

Women
cagers lose
to Friars

UMass breaks record,
•
68-45
heats swim.men,
By Sue Valenza
While most UN H swimmers had
a chance to compete in unfamiliar
e\-cnts, their opponents from the
Universitv of Massachusetts, took
a crack :it the record board and
emerged with a pool record in the
opening event, nine first place
finishes in the meet, and a 68-45
win o\'erthe Wildcats(now.3-5)on
Wednesday.
"We used Wednesday's meet to
let senior!-. have a shot at the AllTime List we maintain for best
times ever swam since the history
or the team." explained UN H
assi!-.tant coach Peter Markos.
The Minutement broke thrnugh
in the opening 400 medley relay
with a first place, record-breaking
time of .3:44.2. UN H senior cocaptain Jeff Growney, Steve
Warren, Bob Schuler, and senior
Joe Harkawav took second in that
event with a 3:.3.3.6.
Freshman Rob Warren may
have found his niche in distance
swimming, an 11 :07 .7 landing him
second place in between the
performances of Paul McNeil
( 10 : 42 .9) and Tracy Ji Ison
( 11:24.9).
Junior John Colbert made his
1981-82 debut as a middled istance
sv. immer. his I :55 .5 in the 200
freestyle worthy or third place.
Barry Allen and Chris Porter went
one-two in that event for the
Minutemen .
Middle distance specialist Ed
Landry covered for Colbert in the
sprint events and collected a
second place finish (22 .8) in the 50
free behind U Mass\ Spellrpan.
Al Stuart gave the Wildcats their
first victory of the day with a 4:.34.2
showing in the 400 IM landing the

·s ophomore the win.
The Wildcats' lone diver, Al
Beaulieu. took a close second to
Minuteman Mark Engstrom in the
one-meter event but could muster
just 128 ..30 points to Engstrom\
winning 178.20 totals in trye .3meter.
Rob Warren picked up another
second place in the 200 fly, that
e\·ent won by Chris Clarke. putting
UMass up 41-17.
Backstroker Jeff Growney and
freestyler Joe Harkaway competed
in the 200 fly as well, Growney
finishing third.
Wildcats Landry and Hamilton
finished first and third in the 100
freestyle. U Mass backed that
effort with a first and third in the
following 200 backstroke event.
Wildcat Al Stuart copped second'
in the 200 back with a 2: 15.5.
Barry Allen and Paul McNeil
swept the top two p·laces in the 500 :
free and UN H's Rob Warren and
Stuart \Vent one-three in the 200
breastroke before the Wildcats
closed out the contest with a win in
the 400 freestyle relay (Colbert,
Schuler, Hamilton. and Landry).
"The purpose of a meet like this
is to serve as a change-of-pace for
most of the guys. We still have four
meets to go before New Englands
and we'd like to a\'oid having
swimmers become bored with their
usual meet e\'ents." said head
coach Frank Helies .
The Wildcats head into a fourmeet home stretch before
challenging last season's 12th place
New England finish. UN H hosts
the Univerity of Lowell next
Wednesday, that contest slated for
4 p .m.

By Catherine Plourde

Al Stuart 1Uc1es tbrou1h the water with the breaststroke. (Henri
Barber photo)

Providence College spared no
gust in Wednesday night's decisive
triumph over the UNH Women's
basketball squad. The Wildcats
couldn't regain their· composure
because they simply never had it.
The Friars bowled them over 7156. putting UN H's losses at five
against 17 wins.
No one could muster a good
thing to say about UN H's
performance on the court.
Providence on the other hand
looked great. The Friars
dominated from the start, led by
guard Linda St. Jean, who wowed
the crowd with her styHsh outside
shots . By the half St-. · Jean had
hooped 14 points and raised that to
22 points by the end of the contest.
The Wildcats closest answer to
St. Jean was Theresa Redmond,
.who turned on her usual hottrotting plays to score 17 points. ·.
Redmond brought the one
redeeming factor to the game as
she broke · Jackie MacMullan's
single season scoring mark of 311
r,oints (1979-80) in a season,
raising that record to 324 points.
"Theresa's been having an
outstanding year," said UNH
coach Cecelia De Marco. "She and
Amy Banks were the only ones
really in the flow of the game
against PC's talent that wa sn't
nearly enough."
The 'Cats weren't up to par
against P.C. Had both teams been
playing in top form, this game
could have been one of the most
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Sports
•
Ferullo IS
in,UNH
wins,26-24
By Peter Clark
A wrestler is a rare breed. He's
not like a Larry Bird who shows up
to play ,i'nd scores thirty points and
goes home. or a Tom Watson who
sinks a put for half a million and
joins his buddies at the nineteenth
·hole.
These guys arc workers. but
neither compares to the effort and
ut:uiLdtion tli,1t gnc:. intu being n

wrestler. such as Lois Ferullo.
Since the injury to Ul\H's Steve
Leonard two weeks ago. the squad
has been forced to forfeit the 118
pound weight class in two meets.
That ended on February 6 against
Potsdam State as junior Louis
Ferullo. usually weighing in at 1.32.
was entered at 118 lbs.
"Once you're down to the
desired weight it's a lot easier to
stay down there," said Coach Jim
Urquhart. "It wasn't fun for Lou.
Any time you lose that much
weight like he did. you tend to get
emotionally drained."
Ferullo attributes the success of
his losing fourteen lhs. to his
teammates.
"If it wasn't for the team I
probably wouldn't have gotten
through it." said the junior college
transfer. "Nobodv ever told me to
lose weight." ex.plained Ferullo.
"but I was originally recruited as a
. 118 pounder and when I saw what
was happening I felt I owed it to
the team."
Help the team is exactly what he
has done. Since losing the weight
which involved in addition to
practice. running twice a day.
lifting weights and fasting. Ferullo
has complied a 2-1 mark.
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Kurt Massey is leading the UNH wrestling team with a 21-2 record. (Tim Lorette photo)

Icemen display offensive power, win 11~1
By Jenmt"er Grace

slow start with little offensive
The UNH men's hockey team
action from both clubs. The 'Cats
wouldn't let up against the Ivy
had trouble sctting up plays.
League's Brown University last
"The first period was slow
Tuesday. as 15 different Wildcat
motion for ten minutes. said right
linesman contributed .offensively
defcnsemen Ed Olsen. "We waited
and led UNH to an I 1-1 win over
too long to get passes. and let
the Bruins. This is the second time
Brow·n\ fore checker get in the
the 'Cats ha\'e taken advantage of
way."
Brown's weaknesses. beating them
With 15: 19 left in the first
last vcar 6-1. Brown is .3-8"in the
period. right wing Danny Potter.
Ivy league and ranked 15 overall.
playing in his home state of Rhode
The first period play got off to a · _ Island. scored the first goal for the .

Wildcats.
Potter came back at 13:52 into
the second period to score his
second goal of the game. putting
the 'Cats ahead 2-0. He continued
his offensive showing and scored
the final goal of the game. tallying
his first hat-trick of the season.
"In the second and third periods
we created our own opportunities.
the line-men set me up all three
times and we capitalized on them."
said Potter.

In the second period. the
Wildcats stepped onto the ice with
a whole different personality. The
'Cats went onto score three goals
on Brown as Potter. Ralph
Robinson and Norm Lacombe
connected.
One reason the 'Cats didn't start
moving until the second period
said right winger Andy Brickley
"was because we didn't play
S<!_!~trd,~y against Bowdoin. we
lt:EMEN, page 22

Randy Kinzly found Durham , and success
By Kevin Hinchey
Tomorrow afternoon may be
the biggest game of Randy
Kinzly's career. It's not only an
important conlcrence p:amc for a
team that\ shooting for the playoffs. it's the last home basketball
game for a player who cares very
much about home.
·
"U l\ H and Durham have been
great to me." Kin1ly said. "I've
been able to be near my family.
the\'\c had a chance to watch me
phi)'. and I've felt the support from
many of my Durham friends."
Basketball didn't come naturally
to Kin1ley. he worked at it. Aftc·r
mo\ ing to Durham from Buffalo.
!\cw York prior to his freshman
year in high school. Ki111ly had
nc\-cr played hasketball.
··My only sports interest in
Buffalo was football." said Ki111l\'.
"When I came to Oyster R ivcr th~y
didn't haYc a football team so I
decided to try basketball."
Trying basketball turned out to
he a wise decision as he made the
OR \arsitv in his freshman vcar.
Two years· later he was capta.in of
the team and during his senior year
he a\cragcd 2.3 points per game
and went o\'cr l000 points for his
high school career. Ki111ly also
lettered in baschall and track.
Kin1ly pnl\'cd himself during
high school as a basket ha II player.
hut there was another phase of

school that he still wasn·t happy
with
his grades. After
graduating from Oyster Ri\-cr in
1977. Kinzlv decided to attend

"Baskcthall was
numhcr one for me
in high school. ..
Kin11\· said. "and
studies Wl:t-Ca poor
second . If I really
wanted to play
college hall. I

~andy

Kinzly

needed to improve oil
At MCI he averaged
game and was elected
the team. Off the court

the court."
16 points a
captain of
he finished

number one 1n his class
acadcmic,illv.
After deCiding to attend UNH.
Kin1ly knew it wouldn't be easy to
make the basketball · team. He
didn't get a scholarship and most
of the players from the previous
year's team were returning.
It was going to take a lot of hard
work to make the team. but hard
work was one thing that Kin1ly
nc\·cr backed away from.
"Randy worked his way onto the
team as a freshman." said coach
Gerry Friel. "He performed so well
as a freshman that he earned a
schola.~·ship for the next three
\'Cars.
· As soon as the school \'Car
finished. Kinzlv was on his w,i\' to
the first of three basket hall carnps
which he attended that summer.
includinl! one run b\' Friel.
.. At th~osc summer· camps Randy
was always asking how he could
imprO\e." Friel said. "Then he
\\ orkcd harder than an\'onc else to
imprO\ c those facets t;f his game.
In 16 \'cars ol coachin!! l\c nc\-cr
had ,i player work ;s hard as
Rand\' has."
"I ·was brought up with the
premise 'Hard work pays oil."'
said Kin11\·. "It's more fun to work
hard. Y mi get more out of it. I'd
kl'! like I'm cheating myself and
m,· teammates if I didn't alwa\'s
gi,·c 100 percent." ·
·
The hard work p.iid off this
season as Kinzl\· was elected
captain of the · team hy his
teammates.
.. Beine elected hv nw teammates
was a g;cat Jtonor.for.mc." Kin,ty

said."ltmeantalottomc.aftc1
ha\ ing worked so many years. tc
be elected by my peers to lead
them. And I was a walk-on as a
freshman so that fulfilled me C\-cn
more.
"Randy is really concerned with
the team ·being close. both on and
off t hc court." said teammate Chris
Ciildca. "He rihs us a lot. but he's
a !so a grca t ·communicator
between the coaches and the
players. We call him 'Mayor'
because he's always kissing babies
and talking with people."
··He's a real smart player and a
hard worker." said Karl Hicks.
"He and Rohin Dixon make a real
dfort to keep the team close and
we don't hesitate to say anything to
them."
Jack Burns said. "Rand\' fits the
role of captain well. His ·attitude
carries over to the rest of the team.
He lo\cs us staying together as ateam. The onlv thin!! I dislike
a hout him is th~lt he's ~too neat at
home. It dri\cs me era/\·."
Hard work pays oil in the end.
and for Randv Kin1l\' the hard
work has hn;ught tiim sc\·cral
school records.
He's the top free throw shooter
in Ul\H history.
He has the most assists in one
l!amc ( 19).
~ He has the most consecuti,·c free

throws (22) and the best field uoal

ncrccntugc for one season.
~
"b·cr since prep school l'\'C had
certain coals." Kin11\· said. "Foul
shots. a;sists. ( wanted to he the
h,:st. l\c always tried to play to my

_________ __ _____________________________________,.._______________
Maine Ccntr~il Institute to work on

, his .icadcmics.

....;;.

~;_.

_____
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